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. We just didn't cover the ground
• the other day in the Southwest
development area of Murray.
Leon .Smith reminds us that if
we had gone just a little further
East from Tommy D. Taylor's
house, we would have come to
the real expansion area
He has some fine homes just
East of Tommy's, one has a two
hundred foot frontage, three
bedvmmss twM-tititha -IOW a den.
As he says the new streets have
grown up so fast that it is
fusing.
He adds that he enjoys reading
the Ledger and Times, which
we appregiate.
The 'on▪ ly moral we can draw is
that Murray is growing, but fast.
Thanks to the highway depart-
ment for filling the hole out on.
the Hazel highway, down in the
low spot where the gas line
crosses the highway. We used to
hit that hole everytime we went
in. that direction.
Our thanks should go too to the
electric linemen and telephone
company linemen, for getting
service back in fast order after
that ice storm. Thqse boys work-
ated day and night to get things
bear in ,shape. The REA men
had the worst mess to work out
and they put out superhuman
effort to get electric service to
their customers.
Murray needs a better entrance
1111 to the city from the South The
area along the Hazel bighway
from the city limits south has
grown up in homes and busi-
nesses very rapidly the past sev-
eral years. A "white way" with
mercury vapor lamps would be
the thing
Brnalles reported this morning
when we woke him up that he
• hadn't been asleep very long.
4. He reflected the opinion of us
all on awakening in the morning.
Hotrodder Hits
Tombstone, Dies
NEW YORK IP -A lonely
cemetery lane, being used as a
4 hotfrod testing ground by two17-year-old boys, became a death
trap for one Tuesday when their
stripped-down jalopy cracked up
among the tembstones.
Killed instantly was James
Navan of Sterlin. Conn.. believed
to have been the driver of the
car, described by police as "just
an engine, chassis and fou r
wheels." Critically injured was
,a William J. Schroeder of New
▪ York.
Workmen in St. Raymond's
Cemetery in the Bronx found the
two boys and the wrecked hot-
rod among the tombstones after
hearing a crash. There were no
witnesses, but, police estimated
that the car, which had no roe&
hood or license plates, was
traveling about 80 miles an hour
when it failed to make a curve,
la careened off the narrow road
and knocked over nine tomb-
stones.
A third 17-year-old. who was
not in the car, told police he
and the two other boys bought
the auto a year ago and added
parts until they got it in runn-
ing condition. The Navon boy
had been living with his grand-
mother he_re because of a death
▪ in the family.
Weather
Report




Selected As A Best All Round 'Kentucky Community Newspaper
Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon:February 20, 1957
CON AND PRO OIL PRICE RISE Murray State Ends Season
Tonight By Playing Cards
t
tsair
OIL PRICE RISE witnesses Bradley. Cozzens (left), Los Angeles
water and power department electrical engineer, and William H.
Curry, Casper, Wyo., president of the Rocky Mountain Oil and
Gas association, testify before the Senate anti-trust hearing. Coz-
zens criticized oil companies for "taking advantage" Of the Suez
canal crisis and the fuel shortage in California. Curry argued
that the oil companies have upped prices only twice in 10 years,




John Kind', 21 year old Mur-
ray Negro has been charged with
forgery of checks amounting to
$152.50, according . to County
Attorney Robert 0. Miller.
Kinel is charged with passing
checks signed by Lowell King at
four Murray stores. Checks were
cashed at Family Shoe Store,
Q44.00, Kuhn's Five and Ten
Cent store $4200, Johnson Gro-
cery $36.50. and A ar P Grocery
$30.00.
Windsor Tripp. monager of the
A&P Store started an investiga-
tion after he had cashed one
check for $30.00 and Kinel re-
turned to cash another far 636.00.
Kinel was also sought by Mili-
tary Police for being absent
without leave from an army
camp in Colorado. Military Po-
lice came to Murray seeking
Kinel and found him in Paris,
Tennessee where he was taken
by Paris police.
He came to Murray in Novem-
ber to attend the funeral of his
brother, and apparently failed
sto return -to his army base.
Kinel has been arrested prior






Murray Training School fell to
the Hickman Wildcats 74-59 last
night in the Carr Health Build-
ing. •
The Wildcats led easily at the
end of each quarter stop: Hick-
man center. Donald Coffey, came
up with 26 points and top scor-
ing honors in the game. Rogers
led the Training School attack
with 22.
Hickman  - 12 17 61 74
Murray Tr. .. 6 23 41 39
Hickman 1741
Forwards: Williams 13, Bar.- I
nett S.
- Center: Coffey 26.
Guards: Hunter 9, King 14,
Terrett .2. Bequette 2, Johnson.
.M array Teething -
. Forwards: Rogers 22. Suit& 7.
Thompson 4.
Centers: L. Parker, M Parker
10.
Guards: John Shroaa,t 6. Mar-
'shall 7. Jerry Shfrrar-'3, Washer.
Safe Driving Is
Taught Small Fry
HIGHLAND PARK. Ill. -
This Chicago suburb has launch-
ed a unique safe driving campaign
among the small fry.
The "Sidetvalk Safety"- cam-
paign, in which youngsters are
taught to peddle their toy auto-
mobiles or velocipedes with due
regard for caption, is sponsored
jointly by the Junior Chamber of
Cemmercesand the Bank of High-
land Park.
Children in the five-to-eigh‘
age group are enrolled. They
drive pedal-propelled cars over I
a course tit miniature street lanes.
with small scale traffic signs and
signals along the route.
Each "graduate" gets a "Safe
The nationally ranked Louis-
' aille Cardinals help Murray's
!Racers end their home cage sea-
son tonight, just as they did last
yeer and the Breds are just as
determined to extend the strong
invaders of peck Hickman right
down to the wire.
The Thoroughbred in-
cluding' two seniors, will be up
against a teani that Coach. Rex
•Atexerider rates the' best on the
,pchedule. The Cards are led by
thrae. seniors, Charly• Tyra, Jim
1Morgan and Bill Darragh, who
represent 68 per cent- of their
scoring punch.
The cagey Cards with All-
American Tyra at the helm, have
deflated 17 opponents by a 14.3
point spread. They have lost to
Canians. St. • -Louis. • Merriphis
State. and Morehead, but split
vialt all except the former whom
-.they- met only. once.
Unfortenately for Murray, the
invaders will-net come here over
confident or anticipating a future
battle. Because of an NCAA
suspension, the Cards are not
.eligible for a post season tourney
and will not be, pressed to win
a top • seeded berth as was the
case last year, when they re-
jaPitteLMarray, .a mtast. . vic-
tory. It required a tremendous
effort to nailt.clown a 83-70 win
too, as the inspired locals led
by Howie Crittenden. Dick Kind-
er.and Jae Mikez, had the score
tied with twss minutes to play.
when' fouling got the best of
them.
The Racers, who have pulled
their record back to the .500
mark. are yielding nothing to the
Louisville strong boys, and they
feel that a fast start will sorry
them along to an upset. But that
will have to be the case, for as
one fan said. "that Tyra. Mor-
gan and company just don't al-
low no Veiling around."
Tyra. former Louisville Ather-
ton star, leads his team in seer-
4rig and- -retesetriding with- a -22.7
average; however op posing
coaches cannot afford to concen-
trate too much defensive skill
against this 6-8 giant, for guard
Jim Morgan and forward Bill
Darragh are both dead shots and
just as valuable on defense.
Morgan. from Dayton, Ohio and
Darragh. Vine Grove, have scor-
ed 354 and 326 points respective-
ly.
Aniither well. balanced attaek
like the win over Eastern last
Saturday could put the Murray-
ans in the role of giant killers,
for Morehead proved that the
'big Cardinals are a long ways
from superhuman. Quitman Sul-
lins, "Spider" V. .sgoner and.
Fran Watrous probably will take
turns in guarding Tyra, with the
former getting first call. The
Arkansas _Splinter performed as
well as any center in the nation
In holdnig the Louisville giant
Iasi year.
It is likely that Ken Wray
and 'Torn Darneil. break away
forwards who regained early
season form against the Maroons..
-
-Jets Defeat Ahno
eral rains in sections of t he Sidewalk Driver" emblem. Warriors Last Night.drought -parched Southwest.- Arthur C. Mammes Jr.. safety
The wintry air mass pouring chairman of the Jaycees.- summedThe North Marshall Jet de-from Canada seeped into Wash- up the campaign's goal this way: reeled the visitink Alme War-ington ktate and extended east- "Our program is designed to 1 hors 79-51 last ,night.ward through the central plains stress safety consciousness to the Ronald Ford tossed in 19 points-young. impressionable minds of for the highest mark of three
i
our children at the very time They Ayers who scored in doubleare learning toeoperate their fir 1st figures for .the Jets: Pritchettvehicle, even if .it is a kiddie car led the Warriors with 21 for toper tricycle, scoring honors_"The result we look-- for iS that North Marshall .... 18 37 57 79safety coinsciousness will stick Atano 
r 
10 29 41 51with themthe rest of their lives." Nortk, Marshall ('n)
Forwards?' Hall 17, Dale 9.
Story 8.
Center: Wilson 18.
-LaGmupairedy .4.s: Ricks. , 4. - Ford 19.
. Almo (61)I m Most .of West Virginia. Ken- . Forwards: Peeler 8. Reeves 4.tucks and Ohio, and extended its Wilson Mercury Sales Center: Pritchett 21.in'fluence as far south as Alaba- I
' 
Guards:Feta and Georgia. W A. "Dub" Cunningham. 10Sub zero readings were corn- i formerly with Murray Meters.
1 . . 
Edwards 8, McCarty
has joined Wilson Mercury Sales
as a mechanic. "Dub" has been FIVE DAY FORECASTa mechanic for a number oft By United Pressyears and invites his man y Kentucky -Temperaturrs for
-
the five - day period. Thursday
Southwest -Kentucky - Partly
cloudy and continued rather cold
today Atli tonight. High 43, low
• tonight 25, Thursday mostly
Cloudy and continued rather
cold.
Some 5:30 a. M. temperatures:
Louisville 22, .Lexington 16.
Bowling Green 26, Paducah 25.





A cold air wave swept much
of the nation from the West
Coast to the mid-Atlantic states
tigla_,. ending three days of gen-
and into the Ohio Valley and
the middle Atlantic coast.
Rainfall in the West was re-
duced to a trickle of freezing
rain and drizzle in the central
plains ' and occasional rain in
the southern plains.
The Mins eased drought con-
ditions in Texas and Oklaharria.
but officials said it was n 0 t
enough to end the marathon dry
spell.
The colder weather dropped
temperatnree by 20 to 30 degrees
mon along, the-northern tier of
states from Montapa through
Wisconsin, with Citibank, Mont.,
reporting an early morning tem-
perature of 14 below anti Grartts-
burg. Wis., 13 below.
Scattered' showers are expect-
ed today in the southern plains
eastward through the lower Mis-
sissippi Valley and into Florida.
Snow flurries are seen from .the




friends to call on him at his tiew
place of employment.
Gaylen Tres-ether'. who h a s
been a new and used car sales-
man in Murray for many years
Os also joined the sales force
of Mercury Motors, according to
Charles Wilson and Aubrey




through Monday,' will average
three degrees below the state
normal of 39 degrees. Little
change in temperature except
somewhat warmer about Sunday.
Precipitation will average about
.5 inch in occasional i'ain about
'Friday and rain or !snow Sunday
s
•
will be called in early to engi-
Over sital field goals. 'I he form-
.has compiled 119 points this
.ieason, mostly in reserve 'roles.
Watrous, who like Sherril Mar-
ainet will conclude his college
.areer - before the home folks,
'an be counted on for a capable
•ffort tonight_ The .24 year old
saptain from New Hamburg. N.
Y., has always played his best
;limes against the powerhouses.
, The Breds, who will end their
:eason at Tennessee Tech -Sat-
sutday. have hardly been eye
openers outside the Purchase
this year, but a win over 8th
ranked Louisville would w i n
natioreel acclaim fur Coach Alex-
men, and that inciden-
tially is their foremost plan.




Player Ht. Wt., Pos.
DuPont   6-10 230
Darragh   6-5 185
r)Sfa   '6-8 230
Morgan   6-1 180
Mantel   6-2 .175
Murray
Player Ht. Wt. Pos.
Watrime .. 6-4 192
SaUr   6-3 1142 r -
Sullins   Q-9 210
arginet 6-0 180
T. Darnell 6-2. 180
Cub Pack 45
Plans Banquet
Cub Pack 45 will hold their
enthral Father and Son Banquet
Friday night at 6:30 at the Mur-
ray Woman's Club House.
Oren Hull of the troop corri-
matee of Scout Troop 77 'will be
in charge of the, arrangements.
- Rev. Paul Lyles will make the
address of the evening. and
firm' wilt also be shown.
All Cubs of Pack 45 and their
fathers are expected, to attend
this event.
Service Of Auxiliary
To Meet On Friday
Mrs. Audrey Simmons, chair-
man of the surgical supply serv-
ice of the Murtay Hospital
Auxiliary, announces a meeting
for Friday afternoon at 1:30
o'clock. in the auxiliary room
on the third floor of, the hospital.
Mrs. Naomi Farris, in,structor,
will demonstrate the making of
dressings and packs. Members
are urged le attend and bring
a *new member to help
Supersonic Exit
A PILOT'S SEAT that "flies like an
airplane' is shown undergoing
full-scale model evaluation at
the U.S. Air Research and De-
velopment Command's test sit*
at Hurricane Mesa, Utah. The
revolutionary new Lockheed
ejection sy;lem is actually a
parachute, equipped with wino
and tail fins for aerodynamic
Stability. The built-in 'chute
opens automatically at a pre-
determined altitude and speed.
Its objective is to insure safe
escape froriaaircraft traveling at










Unit 275 of the local National
Hairdresser ar Cosmotologist As-
sociation- met at the Ezell, School
of Beauty Culture Monday even-
ing at seven-thirty o'clock ftir
their regular monthly meeting. ,
The Jacal unit is new, having
be'C'n just recently formed. how-
ever, the president of -the local
association, Mrs. EloiSe . King.
said she was very pleased With
the enthusiasm' and interesit
shown by the local beauticians.
She said they are workiag very
hard to have a good organiza-
tion to boost their own industry
and to cooperate with one an-
other. She said she felt that as
a' result, each member of the
organization would benefit.
Mrs. Ezell' and her students
At the school were the co-hostes-
ses for. theaseneeting .which was
enjoyed by the entire group.
Mrs. Ezell made a talk about
spring hair styles and beauty
care arid several of the students
staged a style show for t h e
bi•nefit of the other members.
The students had found pictures
.n various magazines and news-
paPeta and. selected their models
from among their fellow students
on whom they tried the new
1. hairstyles.Following this interesting pro-
gram. refreshments were served
by the hostesses to the attend-
ing members who were: Edith
Slecid and Eloise King, Charm
Shop: Lou Lee and Carmen
Reeder, College Beauty Salon:
Judy Adams- kitty Farrell and
Kathryn Lax 'of Judy's Beauty
Shop: Robbie Outland of Rehr.
bie's; Eulalia St. John of Mar-
garet's; Demus Futrell of Demus';
Estelle .Ezell. and five students
of the Ezell Beauty School.
Etilalia St. John. Demus Fut-
rell and Carmen Reeder became
new members 9,1  the orgehizatian
this weet.
Officers of the organization
are. president, Mrs Eloise King;
vice president. Mrs. Jean Weeks;
secretary. Mrs. Edith Sledci;
treasurer. Kathryn Lax: finan-
cial secretary, Mrs. Judy Adams;
and Mrs. Robbie Outland, the
entertainment chairman will be
in charge of appointing a mem-
ber ,or committee to be in charge
of the program for each of the
regular monthly meetings which
will be held each third 'Monday
evening in the vartous shops.
'Calvin Scott To
Seek Re-Election
Calvin "Bill' Scot has filed for
re-election to the magistrate seat
in the Swann district, the county
court clerk said yesterday.
Scott's action placed at least'
one mastislartal aaadtstate in each
district.
Auto Dealers Urged
To File For Permits
Automobile dealers who have
not filed for permits. are urged
to take action before the March
1 deadline, an official of the
Department. of Motor Vehicles
stressed yesterday.
They are advised to contact
Rowland Green at the circuit
Court roan Feb. 26 for informa-
tion.
HAUNTED?
GREENWICH, Conn - IF -
Real estate agent Baldwin Hvass
complained to police that each
time he tried to show a house to
prospective buyers, they would
disappear after hearing singingi
in the cellar. ;The singing'. police
I learned was done by a Greenwich
hospital laundry worker who said
he liksd to sing but couldn't
!practice in the hospital. He used
, the cellar of the empty house 'be-




Fewer adults but more juveniles
were arrested. in Oklahoma in
1955. Buck Cook, state corn- I
missioncr of charities And correct-1
Iiiihs. said 5.614 ativeniles were
arrested. about 10 per cent more
than the previous year. Adult
arrests totaled 95.128 a decline ,
of about 18 per cent from 1954.




WASHINGTON "Us,  T h e
Teamsters' Dave Beck is the big-
gest fish hooked by Senate in-
vestigaters in a great many years,
perhaps since Gen. Douglas Mac-
Arthur answered up to questions
about the- Korean war.
The investigation in which
Beek will star is in an arear
likely. to reward's painstaking
spade work. The area' to be cov-
ered embraces the financial af-
fairs of organized labor with
special emphasis on racketeer-
ing and emblezzlement of, union
funds. -
Big headlines and big news
are the least to be expected from




Z. Enix Is nate' open for busi-
ness in his new location about
three miles from Murray on the
Coldwater Road: He recently
purchased the building f r om
Freeman Johnson,
Mr Enix, a native of East-
ern Kentucky,. attended t h e
Texas Trade School and follow-
ing graduation, from the school
he was associsoted with





sky Decorators in Dallas. Texas
for three years.
He has been • in business in
Murray for the past seven years.
He was located on,North Fourth
Street about two years and at
Fourth and Sycamore Streets.
The reason for moving. Mr.
Enix said. 4'as to obtain - more
warking space and better work-
ing facilities which would en-
„able him to do better. more ef-
ficient work. Mr. Enix, who takes
great pride in the quality of his
i
rk said he would not sacrifice
ality for time nor price. He
. d "I won't carry anything but,
a decorators line which I 'e'en'
stand behind."
He is • the authorized dealer
for Biglow Carpets and rugs
and he does his .own installa-
tions.
Thes-44-1x60 concrete block
building is located on. a lot ap-
proximately 70x165 feet. T h e
showroom is 20x30 and there
are other rooms for, office and
working space. Mr. Enix was
highly pleased with his auto-
matically heated refinishing
room. He ' says this is almost
essential for refinishing furni-
ture since temperature a n d,
humidity are so' important - in
lalae of work. There are
also two nice size storage sheds
built on the back of the' lot.
Mr. Enix .says he plans some
time in the future to put a mod-
ern new front on' the building
arad. Probably tia carry an ex-
clusive line of furniapre. He in-
vites everyone to visit him In
this new location. He also says
he will gladly show samples of
draperies. carpeting and uphel-





A suit involving payment of a
note, was continued yesterday in
Calloway Circuit Court. •
Participants in' the case are
O. 0. D'ublin and L. L. Veals.
termer partners in a Aura
agency here.
WILSON and orderly investigation might
Corresporkdent show that there was 'nothing
rotten in the administration of
union treasuries. That also would
be amaximum expectable, al-
though improbable, result of the
inquiry now about to begin.,
Convincing Case Necessary
The point is this: The circuine
sances under which .the inquiry
begins are such that a real op-
portunity finally is offered to
determine to the public satis-
faction either that union funds
are honestly administered or that
the administration is dishonest
and in need of legislative cor-
rection. •
By legislative correction is
meant amendment of the Taft-
Hartley Law to impose on the
administrators 44 union funds
such regulations as the. Senate
investigation may tend to show
are necessary, .A solid and con-
vincing ease for such amend-
ment of the Taft-Hartley Law
must be made . before .Congress
will act.
The desirability of amending
Taft-Hartley has been conceded
by now all around, including a
concession embracing a score of
amendments. favuntsci. by the late
Sen. Robert A. *Taft. Taft-Hart-
ley, however, has. become so
bogged in partisan politics and
charges of slave-labor objectives
that amending efforts have been
stymied so far before they be-
gan.
Partisan Hump an obstacle
To life the Taft-Hartley con-
troversy over the partisan hump
into the field of the general wel-
fare will require the most dedi-
cated self control by Senate in-
tlaatueraastf/ tho....ine of inquir y
tends to whitewash evil practices
)r , on the contrary, to bully
and bedevil labor witnesses, one
large body of pubrie and con-
gressional opinion or the othet
will be offended-and the op.
aas .portunity for an orderly and
convincing presentation of the
, facts will blow 'out the window
!along with all chance of remedial
, legislatk!m. if such proves to be
'heeded.
All-is the responsibility of the
cosnmittee. Its beginnings are not
reassuring; The Senate investiga-
tors comprise a special commit-
tee born of a contest between
two standing committees for the
authority` to' conduct an inquiry'
assured of the blessing of maxi-
mum publicity and .public atten-




Farmington played host to the
Kirksey Eagles and an ()Id team
mate as they dropped their last
game of the season. 89-79, last
night.
Althatigh Kirksey was out in
front at every quarter Ftop. the
game was 'closely' contested, and
Farmington trailed by only three
points. 61-64 at the end ,of the
third quarter
Rob Darnell mowed another
step (toward toward a new rec-
ord with a 38 point produCtion
on his former home their. New-
some led the losing Wildcats
with 28. Manning and felwell
tallied 19 and 16 respectively for
the Eagles.
Kirkees- . 18 47 64 89
Farmington. .. 15 43 61 79
Kirksey (89)
Forwards: Falwell It W. Ed-
' silents '7.
Centers: Reeder A. Manning 19.
Guards! Cria I. Darnell 3fl.
Farmington (791 ,
Forwards: Turner. C. Smith,
Mangrum 6. ,
Centers: Edwards 12. K Smith
8.




FORT RILEY. Kan. -
John E. Pittman, eon of Mr.- and
Mrs John Pittman. Hazel, Ky.,
recently qualified as .expert in
firing the M-1 rifle at Fort
Riley, Kan.
Pittman. a rifleman in Com-
pany F. of the 1st Infantry Divi-
sion's 18th Regiment. entered
the Army in Atreus? 1956 and





Morehead, the reasoning being
that the Eagles at full strength,
could better represent .the loop.
Morehead could also play in
a tournament even if it didn't
win tonight or take the crown.
The Eagles, Impressive 'before
out - of - Cown audiences. and a
colorful team by most standards,
may be considered for the NIT.
But, of course, the Eagles -would
have to, wait until asked to join
the, select NIT congregation.
In other games tonight. Louis-
ville shoots fur its 18th victory
against always troublesome Mur-
ray at Murray, Kentucky Wes-
leyan winds up Its regular sea-
son schedule against Evansville
at Owensboro, steadily-improv-
ing Eastern journeys to Winston-
Salem,N.C., to tackle Wake For-
est, Pikeville plays rusculum at
home and Berea and Centre open
the KIAC tournament in Tran-





LONDON: Nino Valdes, 2071/2,
Cuba, stopped Joe Erskine,
1961/2, wales (I)•
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y.: 'try
Calhoun, 1001a, White Plains,
N.Y., stopped Leroy Plyphant,
1615e, New York (5).
MIAMI BEACH, Fla.: Clarence
Hinnant, 11'6 1,72, Washington, D.C.,
*topped Yvon Durelle, 1813/4,
New Brunswick (8).
SACRAMENTO, Calif.: J d y
Lopes, 134', West Sacramento,
stopped Noel Humphreys, 129,





WILL OPEN THURSDAY, FEB. 21
—.--
- FEATURING —




Open 11:30 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.
U.S. 68 NEAR BEAUTIFUL KENTUCKY LAKE







We Especially Invite Every Person Interested In
FARM MACHINERY
To See Our Display Saturday, Feb. 23
FREE FREE FREE
COLD DRINKS TO SUIT YOUR FLAVOR
REGISTER for Free MERCHANDISE
• REAR END CRANE • 5-GAL. CAN TRACTOR LUBRICANT
• 5 OIL FILTER ELEMENTS
SPECIAL !
10x28 REAR TRACTOR TIRE
(with old tire) 
ALSO SPECIALS ON USED TRACTORS
SPECIAL !
'49"
• Ford-Ferguson • Allis-Chalmeri • Fords • John-Deere
Plenty of New Ford Tractors and Equipment
Will Be On Display
Billington-Down Tractor






CAGE TWO THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KFNTUCRY
- e
-
WEDNESDAY — FEBRUARY 20, 1%.7
THE LEDGER & TIMES lArt Larsen Is Winning The
...CRUSHED Bai LEDGER & TEMA PUBLISHING COMPANY, lac.
Tunes-Herald, October 20, 1928, and tbe West Kentuckian, Jildil4T:. 1,,.,
.•Consolidauon of the Murray Lectoer, The Calloway Tunes, and The 0; Battle Of His Career
•
1942.
JAMES S. W IliklAlt.LS, PUBLISHER •
Ire reserve the right to reject any Advertismg. Letters to the Editor.
ar Public Voice items which in our opinion are not for the bes.
interest of our seeders.
wATIO,NAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1363
Monroe, Memphis. Tenn.. 250 Park Ave., New York; 307 N. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, fie Bolyston St., Boston.
DUBSCRIPTION RAMIS. By Cozier in Murray. per week 2. peg
aaosula 45c. In Calloway and adjo.nmg counnes, per year $330 ea.-
Ileaaire, ;O.*.
Slatared• at- the Peet Office_ Murray, Kentucky, tor U1SMILIIIIMOO a•
Second Class Matter
WEDNESDAY — FEBRUARY 20, 1957
COLD WAR CONTINUES
•
president Eisenhower has cut short his winter vacation
r at Thomasville, Georgia, and has returned to Wash-
ington to meet Congressional leaders to .consider the
crisis' inthe. Middle East.
If we had .a list of the hurried trips and conferences
since Russia started the "cola war- it would be a formid-
able•one. And some of our leaders believe it will continue
forstifly years.
• It .would appear, simple to 'reconcile a, relatively
small dispute like the one betweeh Israel and Egypt Over
'the•Garta strip, but it is this sort of dispute that breeds
• world war. •
.r
Surely we can:t blame little _Israel for refusing to
give up the territory without guarantees that it will nuf
be -used as a base to build up another attack on her.
She may not - have been justified in invading the ter-
ritory, but she certainly had plenty of provocation and
we believe the United States can afford to be patient in
working out a settlement that will protect Lsvel. •
The best of friends have differences of Opinion, but
'the _important thing is to realize who our friends are and
never take action that will harm them and give aid and
comfort to a common enemy..
We can't afford tohelp our friends to commit an ag-
gression, but at the same time we can't elose our eyes -to
• what happened in 'the Gaza strip, in Jordan, and else-
where, nor can we ignore the open boasts of Nasser to
destroy Israel entireiy..
It is asking a great deal of the Israelis' that they
abondou the territory and retire behind their. own fron-
tiers until they have the kind of guarantee they want,
and if the United Nations is in position to guarantee her
sovereignty it should have the backing of the United
States. . .
With the world divided into armed camps and the 
ims.ucit000r9ization of. tg,e nation's
United Nations representing both equally and impartial- 
bowling establishments
t





llowed the general adttoinpg-
Htriontuioleft. ztorrretatice pin-spotivys.
able to see sow. it cAn resolve disputes rilee thespresent . The tremendous enthusiasm
one in the Middle East. tor bowling by. women and gals
during the past five years have
inade it America's biggest parti-
cipation spurt, with an estimated
30,000,000 persons rolling the
balls each year.
if) Because of the unprece-
dented keeling boom, it is now
On -Saturaiay afternoon February I. at the home of
possin r fet profeWrional- hewir
Rev. P. Brankenshifl of Kir-ksey, 'Miss -Bettie Lou .Moh-' 
to concentrate on the sport and
ler became the bride of Mr. Baron Palmer. 
earn frum S5.000 to S45.000 a
10 Years Ago This Week
Ledger and Time. File
By OSCAR FRALEY
U-nited Press Sports Wr.ter
- NEW YORK el — Art Larsen.
the wiry little man with the
wolfish grin, always was a fight-
er so it's no surprise 'today to
learn that he's winning the




• United Praia Sports Writer
NEW YORK ii?— Billy Welu
pronounced Way-Loo, the world's
outstanding tall - man bowler,
predicted toddy the 'piton will
have Major league pin toppling
by 1960 "hike -in baseball and
tootball."
Welu of Houston. Tex., said
negotiations are progressing tow-
ard a league of major clubs that
,will include at least eight cities
.arid have an eight-months sea-
s tort Sow ember through
The dark-haired .Texan, stand-
ing six 'feet four and, one-half.
named the cities that probably
will . have representation in the
etrcuit. They are New York
tand New Jersey ). Chicago. De-
troit, St. Louis. Milwaukee. Los
Angeles. Cleveland and,,
"It is expected that the league
will be divided into easter& atttr
western di t isions."
How Stage Was Set
Big Bill,y. who won tne na-
tional doubleS "titlewitn Don
:McLaren in 1954 and wAu has
been a member ot bow ling's
All-America team' fur tne past
two .years. said several aevelop-
ments in the sport .have 'set
the stage for major league alley
competition. They are:
1 The remarkable boom of
the sport as a television attrac-
tion during the past two years
has caused big-time sponsors.
particularly in the beer industry.
to seek major league competition
that can be teievased nationaily
On a regular schedule.
t. 2a The reIanenent and
men who ever became ace bowl-
Prof. Donald F. Hackett. graduate of the University ers• is a member °I. the' St.
of Missouri. has been added to the staff of Murray state Louis Budweisers. winners of the
College as instructor in the Industrial Arts Department 
American Bowling Congress na-
:and as superintendent of buildings--ahd grounds. Presi- 
tumuli high series award for
dent Ralph II.- Woods announced Saturday. 
1954-55 and 1955-56. At 25. his
Mrs. Graves Hendon has been appointed shairman 
lifetime at erage in team' compe-
•of Callqway County for the Essay .Contest sponsored by tation A 212.He has relied eight 3011 games
tucky Congrfss of Parents and Tea -her. The appoint- a nigh series ra 82.2. His highest
es. He hadthe Kentucky Women's -action committee. tond the Ken- and three 800 seri
ment was made by district chairman. Mrs. John E. Kirk- N'Inciii'ned 
game was 299 and
sey. . 
his highest sanctioned series is
779.
Fifteen Murray State Coeds, including nine from Cal- Why is it that few tall men
loway County. represented th.- basketball teams of the- are good bowlers, he was ask-
woman's Athletic Association at the annual 'Play Day" ., 
...





Mrs. Gussie Adams. wife of Ed Adams who is con- Welu A Rarity
nected with the Kroger Store here, has been appointed Welu. one of the few tall
draft board clerk at Benton.




MARINE CART PAUL P UFFELMAN, the U.S. natal attache expelled
fun:. M . 1,r ::..t c c- rho"-'n en'ering itTit Berlin,
Gerrrat.y, at the BranGent.th-g Gate with his wife. Shirley. lie told
new: met: i! my gue-r, the expulsion was in re:ATI:4km for sev-
eral cid Yaw people who have bees forced to leave waQingtea:'
4
"Because their enter of grav-
ity is so 'high above the alley.
and they have to develop a
modified -technique te be
good as shorter men,';' he sa
That takes a' -knowledge
the teehmote• and plenty
praci
Lite.
The former National Amateur
tennis champion was injured crit-
ically Nov. 10 when he cracked 
•
up on his motor scooter. Severe
damage to the left side of ttie
brain required immediate sur-
gery. •
There was little -hope for his
life, at first. but they . didn't
know "Tappy."
He lit ed, but at first was
only a shell- of the old energetic
Larsen. lie lost the sighi 'of
his lett eye. Ms-right- side was-,
paralyzed and he was unable
to taik. Alwayi slender, he be-
came a breathing skelton as his'
Weight dropped away.
Walking And Talking
But it was a determined walk-
ing and talking Larsen, who
according to word from Cali-
fornia, 'hobbled into the Cali-
fornia Rehabilitation Center at
Kaiser Hospital the ether day
with the observation:
-I've gut the will — if they've
gut the way" •
-He had regained 15 - pounds.
conquered the - paralysis in his
face sea that ds&Sin he ..ceuio
speak and slowly was v.•iiling
movement back into those im-
mobilized blebs. •
It's still a long 'way bacit
The important Ming is that ,he's
fighting it, and yet that's no,
surprise, to his friends.
When he came .marthing home
from -World War II he had a
serious case . of eordbat fatigue.
Art was a machine gunner v:11-1
the ninth Arrny's 17th Calvary,
At-Brest his outfit was -bombed
by our own planes. At Bahtuglio
he -had it plenty."
• Had To Be Fighler
_ He was a fighter and had
to be as he won the LT. S.
crown at Forest Hills in 1950.
For this was int Eddy Stank-L.'
of Tennis. He could not run.
He could not hit. And he was
a scrawny who ig-
nored trairetig with blatant con-
centration. But he knockeu off
all the power hitters .ann took
our top net prize.
Later, on a trip to Austalta.
there was cheering from the
gallery as he doublefaulteti.
Turning oefiantly to the press
buasx1. Art announced:- _
-your crowd stinks1 Print
iti , 
There is 11 edtubt that. arnato
only with his -racquet, he wouin
have willingly taken on the
whole gallery. A - tighter, thisg
And he's pne.ing it all . oval
again 'today.
Brewery Bows To Hospital
CHICAGO •lft —Beer has lost
a fight to medieine. The Keeley
Brewery. an 80-year-old Chicago
landmark. Will be torn down to
-way- -for- medical- and re-







Could you be a missing per-
sort?
Public health iinthorities esti-
mate that there iire 15(.4100 miss-
ing cases of tuberculoais in this
eigintry that have noi been re-
ported. And in case you didn't
know, TB is a disease which
must, be reported to the-authori-
ties. Reporting of commumeaole
diSeases is one of the most im-
portant parts of the public health
program — and ital protection
for our health: Lnless the au-
thorities know who haS a disease
that can be spread to other
people, thoy cant take atepa
protect the community‘ or help
the sick person and his -family.
In the old -days, there were
all sorts ef prejudices against
the person who had TB. Sone_
believed his disease was a pun-
ishment for wild behavior, others
that he had inherited "ban blood'
from his _ancesnws. Those who
vaguely .un,dertood .that the di-
sease was contagious feared him.
You. aught say there wa:s some
excuse tor hiding the fact that
he . had T13. -.. •
Today there's no such excuse.
People know TB is caused by
a -•germ that anyone can catch,
and'therv's no more stigma at-
tached to it than to measles.
When ie person is known to have
TB. measuces can be taken to
prevent 4i-reading the -germs..
Theft wtty all thus.' missing
persons- — -150,000 Of them?
People can have TB without 
knowing it. They may not even
suspect that they are ill. Unlike
most contagious. disease that have
a definite ineu-tiation period and
definite symptoms' when the di-
sease breaks out, TB is insidious.
There may be no outward symp-
tons for a. long period. Even
when symptoms devel,op.- they
are rather vague and -might be
attributed to other causes.
Yet there is a way ef. finding
the, missing persons who have
TB and don't know it: The ey.e
,:f the X-rav can set' TB beneath
'a healthy looking exterior. - Your
doctor will tell you how often
yeu should have a chest X-ray
to Mike sure that you .are not
hiding tuberculosis,
Discovered: Tubeless TV
Morehead Could Tie Up 0 V C
With Win Over Hilltoppers Tonight
By UNITED PRESS
Sometimes buildings, especial-
ly new ones, seem to possess a
creepy air alive with coldness
and foreboding. Western Ken-
tucky's Hilltoppers hope it won't
be like that when they meet
Morehead for the first time in
the Eagles' brand - new field
hoTusocnignghhcisgta.
me will 'oe the all
important -one to the Ohio -Val-
ley Conference title hopes of the
two teams. Western would just
about clinch the title with a win
tonight and Morehead could stay
alive and throw the race back
into a tie with it victory.
Western movel a game up on
the Eagles when it won the first
game of the home-and-home se-
ries. 97-81. last Saturday at
Bowling Green. This year for the
second time the ,winner gets an
automatic bid to the NCAA reg-
ional playoffs, so, the stakes- are
However, a win by Western
tonight tvon:t. necessarily sew •up
the title for. the Hilltoppers.
Western has two more . _conference
games to play—against Ten/at-a-
see Tech and Middle Tennessee—
and Morehead has two games yet
to play—both against Eastern.
Western goes into the game to-
night, with a perfect 7-0 confer-
ence record and Morehead is 6-
1. Last year, the two .teams,
joined by-Tennessee Tech which
definitely is out of the picture
this year without a single cone
ferenee win, ended season play
in a three-way tie which re-
sulted in a playoff. Morehead
won:
There is also the possibility
fhat either team could play in a
post-season tournament.
Logically. if Western won and
went on to take the title they
would represent the conferem
in the playoffs at Columbus,
Ohio, against an at-large mem-
ber of the NCAA in March.
However, there is a possible fly
in the ointment in that t h e
.Ioppers'. fRonnie Clark and Bob
filamels would be ineligible to
play Under the group's rules be-
cause each has played four years
of varsity ball. There has been
talk, but. apparently it is only
that, the Hintoppers might pass
up the hi and hand it over to
JACKSON. Mich. I —.lda
Beyette turned on. her television
set Friday after she returned
home from shopping -but nothing
happenel. - V p on 'examination.
'Mrs. ileyette said she discovered
a thief had taken all the tubes





LaSalle 99. Muhlenberg 82
Dartmouth 73 Rely Cr as 69
'Harvard 69 Williams 66
American U 93 Juniata 83
Maine 86 Bates 84
Conn. 90 Massachusett,
Manhattan '72 CtICY 68
Georgetown 83 Gee. Wash, 75
West Va. Tech 115 Concord 76
South
Rand. Macon 60 Catholic U. 58
Virginia 90 Duke 81
Citadel 97 Newberry 63
Sr Caritht  :n 77
Georgia Tech 87 Tennessee 85
N. Carolina 86 N. Car. Ct. 57
M idwest
Muskingum 84 Case Tech 68
Gust. Adolphus 85 St. Johns 81
Williams 61 U. of Chicago 45
St. Vincent 75 John Carrell 73
Oberlin 58 Western Reserve 37




ANL Christian 90. Trinity 66
Rice 82 Arkansas t19
Southern St. 77 Ark. St. 75
SMU 7.1 Texas ASA, 55
IKE OUT FOR A FEW DRIVES IN SUNNY
PRESIDENT Eisenhowez Is shown
practicing (right) just be-
fore teeing off at Thoniaaville,
Ca., wral watching a drive at
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' SUN POWER RADIO-PHONOGRAPH
•
THE WORLD'S first sun powered radio-phonograph, developed
by Admiral corporation. The portable transAur unit is powered
by. that 48-cell solar battery on ita up-tilted lid. It works on ant-




NEW BRUNSWIGit, N. J. —
ftn— The foot of the painter's
inspiration in the world of "vis-
ual cliches" is the object of a
research study conducted with
teen-agers at Rutgers University.
The youngsters, ranging in age,
from 12 to 15, are students of
Samuel G. Weiner, an. assistant
art professor at the. university,
who is conducting the project for
the Peoples Art in New York
City.
The topic is "Visual Cliches
and Stereotypes in "the Art of
Children."
Weiner, an artist who has
taught in the field for 10 years,
said artistic cliches—fixed ex-
pression forms— are gradually
eliminated from the child's realm
through exercises and criticism.
"He is, if he responds, capable
of expressing himself in a more
varied and personal way." Weier
said.
The profesor said elimination
of the "cliches" calls for re-edu-
cation of the subject in his miss-
conception that art is primarily
a skill rather than feeling and
thinking. This is easier with
teen-agers, who have limited
realms of experience.
"Visual cliches at their worst.
represent one. of the strongest
types of intellectual and emotion-
al conformity," Weiner said. "This
usurps the individual's right to
create his ownworld."
A work of art is more than a
"picture," Weiner emphasized; it
is a symbolic exhibition of. a per-
son's own attitude toward him-
self and society.
Weiner said his research proj-
ect, which tries ip help the stu-
dents achieve "honest and vigor-
ous expression," is aimed at de-
termining how other persons
than proven artists can learn to
express themselves artistically.
In freezers with refrigerated
shelves, the top shelf is the cold-
est and the bottom shelf the
warmest. In a chest type of
:freezer. the space just under the
lid .is the warmest.
• True to die Bible








By DANIEL F. GILMORE to Detroit this fall.
United Press Staff Correspondent The move requires only the
LONDON HA — This is the 
formal approval by the NBA's
story of a proud nation leaving 
board of governors. Zollner said
home. he already had contacted the
board   d It sYY,
000 ,fleeing at risk of their
lives. This is an orderly, me-
thodical evaeuation, done coldly1
and logically by thinking people
who feel that once-great Britain
has nothing more to offer.
An. estimated 7 million men
and women have picked up and
left since the end of World
War II. An authoritative public
opiaion poll revealed last week
that two out of every ifive' Bri-
tons interviewed would emigrate
if they could. Projected on a
national scale, this would mean
that 20.5 million of the British
Isles' 51.2 million inhabitants—
nearly half the population,--would
like to go.
British Are Proud
The British are proud, -and
they . have much of ,which to
be proud. Bur a 'lot , of thetn
find life in these _densely popu-
lation isles no longer worth the
extra sweat and effort. •
It took Britain many years
to recover from World War it.
Simile experts say she never
recovered. The country is in
debt.- Production per worker is
below many other countries.
Rationing carried through for
some until 1952 — seven years
after VE-Day. Coal is still ra-
tioned, 12 years after the war.
After the Saz crisis and the
closing of the Suez Canal in
November, the government an-
nounced tbe return of gasoline
and fuel oil rationing. Simul-
taneously prices shot up.
For hundreds of thousands.
this was the "last straw."
In the first week after gaso-
line rationing, 10,000 persons
swarmed to the Canadian im-
migration- office. The Australian
and New Zealand offices were
jammtd.
"We're running up to 3,000
a day," said Gordon Cummings.
director of the Canadian Im-
migration Department. The line
formed daily at 2 a.m.
Who are the applicants?
• Well-Educated Citizens
Not the swashbuckling aven-
turers or sparkling-eyed youths
who won and populated the
old empire. Most of the new
migrants are well-educated citi-
a Hoosier with faith in Detroit's
I reputation of being the "best'
Sport town in t he country,"
Thursday' affirmed that his Ft.
Wayne Pistmas of the National
Basketball Association will 'switch
zens, many of them scientists
and specialists, who carefully
each indexed for easy selections,-
weighed their beloved country The supermarket idea is ex-
and found it painfully wanting tended to include ample parking
John. a 26-year old Cambricig, space for cutorners, an-up-to-the
graduate. explained it this waj - -minute "scoreboard" of best
"Your hoose is burned down sellers among the popular re-
once. You keep that old stiff cords, and a battery of vending I
upper lip and build it again. machines provide 'refreshments.
it:rnaVniurnes But the second time you're in-H Foremost Records. Inc., which
• Rea•onal•I Priced clined to say ' "The hell with installed the center as a subsi-
it.' This place is unlucky." I diary enterprise, is new in the• nights literon•menileal - John earns $30 a week, but record world. It is headed by. J n kgelal Leaders
members an they unan
mously 'approved. The vote will
be tiiken,,guring the April meet-
ing. • .
"We havt been averaging, 3,500
to 2,800 fans per game in a
10,000 seat arena," *Zollner said.
"That's great for a city with
little more than 100,000 per-
Sons."
But Zollner plainly wants more
to attend the 'NBA's Western
Division leader's games. T h
Pistons, operating under a six-
year contract with Olympic Stad-
oura President Bruce Norris, will
play a "minimum" of 22. dates
in Detroit. Five to seven of
them will be doubleheaders.
Seven games will be played
at Ft. Wayne next seagon, one
with each NBA club:
- "Detroit Is the only town we
considered," the well-tanned in,..
dustriahst said.
"We had an offer from Louis-





KANSAS -CITY, Mo — MPI —
Supermarket methods are used in
the selling of recorded music at
the new Foremost Record Center
here.
Attendants play 45 min records
at a counter, where a dozen or
more customers may listen to as
many different records without. -
bothering their neighbeirs." Atten-
! ants also play 33,3 rpm records
for customers who listen rn hi-ti
booths served by cu-axial speak-
ers.
Officials of the center and a
sound expert worked out the de-.
tails. They began with a system of
indexing records through use of
album jackets mounted on huge
panels. The fl customer notes 'the.
index number and letter of the
jacket and the 'attendant does the ,
rest.
The center points out that wear .
and tear on the discs is reduced
to an absolute minimum by the
system. More than 5.000 record
QV '1 2,000,000 VOLUMES SOLD!
o 
complete Set. 27 volume. SRS no
t] Old le•tament. 16 ye:damn-it. root*
o New 144ament. II vnli ,,,,, sss.no
1n•Inulual %uluttira. 53.50 ea• h
Cl Ctn. I (Leopold)
(an I 4 11 1.61:
I xfolo. Ruth
(folk,)
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City and State 
PRINTED POWER BOOK STORE
Across From Post Office Phone 123
pays $14 of that in rent. He
could get a cheaper place —
with an outside bathroom or no
bathroom or a shared kitchen. nearby
So his wife works too, for $13
a week.
"I love my country but I
can't see it," John says. "I want
to work and work hard and
get the benefits of hard luck
We're getting out."
Acid-tongued columnist "Cas-
sandra" of the pro-Labor Daily
Mirror, borrowing from Shakes- '
peare's famous words, said:
"Their main reason for Want-
ing to leave this sceptred isle,
this earth of majesty, this other
Eden, demi-paradise, this pre-
cious stone set in silver sea.
this blessed plot, this earth, this
realm. this England, is that they
can't afford to live in. the tax-
ridden and inflation - cursed
place."
album jackets are on displaj.
'57 PONTIAC
BEFORE- YOU BUY
Drive And Compaie With
Any Car At Any Price!
— SEE
JOHN WATSON or THOMAS JONES
Main Street Motors
West Kentucky's Oldest Pontiac Dealer
1406 W. Main St. Phone 59
Blevins Davis, prominent New
York theatrical producer and





24, is shown (top) at a Holly-
wood, Calif., studio as she fin-
gers her Ipvely long tresses be-
fore making her debut in the
forthcoming film. "The Secret
Diary of Joseph Stalin." As a.
ietim of the Red dictator in the
movie, she is- required to have
her bud shaved to the scalp-. At
brAttitn, the actress -holds the
sh:vings of her blue-black hair.
A
To Detroit „.
Pistons To Move. Great Help To FHA Girls
•. --
DETROIT (01 — Fred Zollner, Homemaking Program Is
The atal homemaking program
consists of three parts: Home
Economics, FHA and the tuner)
program.
There are 7 areas of home-
making included in Home Eco-
nomics. They are Food, Clothing,
Child Care.' 'Management, Health,
Family Relationship, and Hous-
ing.
In Food we study the selecting,
preparation and cooking of fruits,
meats, vegetables and poultry.
In Clothring we study t h
buying, making and care of gar-
ments.
In Child Care w-e study the
actions, and the care of children.
In Management we study the
making of a budget, time savers
and money savers.
In Health we study the di-
seases, causes and cures of Phy-
sical and Mental liealth.
In Family Rfflitionship we
study .ways to knit the family
closer together. -
in housing we study the es-
sentials and all other phases of,.
housing.
"We are the future homemak-
rs of America— is the beginning
'of the creed for the girls who
belong to FliA. FHA is an
Organization for girls who take
Home Economics. To combine its
eight purposes, its main purpose
is to help girls to become better
leaders and better homemakers
for the future.
The colors are red and .wliite
and the flower is a red rose.
The emblem is octagonal in shape
with the words Future Home-
makers of America on the top
and the motto, Toward New
Horizons along the bottom. In
tile center is a house supported
by two han&- symboling that
the future homes of America
are 'in the hands of its youth.
FHA has three dekrees of
achievement. They are Junior,
I ••
the ,Chapter, and the State De-
greet',
The lunch program is included
in most Home Economics pro-
grams. Its purpose is to give
the child correct amounts of




By DANIEL F. GILMORE
United Press Staff Correspondent
LONDON ill" — In the rosy
glow of Queen Elizabeth U's
coronation in 1953. Britons spoke
of a new "Elizabethan Age."
Since Suez, the glory has'turn-
ed to ashes. Britons are fleeing
their homeland in alai ming num-
bers 6,000 a month to Canada,
56,000 a year to Australia, 85(
enquiries a day at the New
Zealand office. Only shipping
space limits the exodus.
Officially, both the Queen and
her consort, 'Prince Philip, en-
courage migration. Both the Con-
servative government in power
and .the Labor party in opposi-
tion support it. After all, they
say, the flight is to the Com-
monwealth — the tie to the
Crown is still there.
But privately thinking Britons
are worried, and government of-
ficials are aghast at the loss
of the cream of the nation's
youth, its technicians and scion
tists. Britain seems in danger
of losing its "brailts."
Nation Of Oldsters
Conservative 0. J. Alport, un-
der secretary for Commonwealth
relations, told' the House of Corn-
RUPTURED
Then it's the world famous "DOBB'S TRUSS"
BULBLESS — BELTLESS — STRAPLESS
It holds like mad. It can be worn while bathing. It does
not spread the rupture. It holds with a concave pad. Reason
should teach you not to place a bulb or ball in opening of
rupture, thu• keeping the muscles spread apart. F. A. Vines.
Truss Technician, Dobbs Truss Co., Birmingham, Ala., will
be at the National Hotel, Murray, Ky.:, Friday, Feb. 22nd,
Houri: 4:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. Come in for Free Demonstra-
tion.
mons during debate on -
pirc Settlement Bill," which en-
courafic migration to the Com-
monwealth:
"Emigration slmuld be based
on a cross-section of the popil--1
lation . . lest Britain be lel
with an unsupportable residim
of the aged and infirm."
Alport said that ninetenths I
of those going to Canada and
five - sixths of---the Australia-
bound were under 45 years_ of
age. The 1953 Canadian figures!
show that- one-fifth wese. 11111111.1.-.1






sAititA BARBARA, Calif. —AA
A. new method of helping a cere-
bral palsied child make the first
effort -at speaking is on trial at a
special school here.
Teachers at Hillside House, a
residential school for cerebral
palsied children, have placed hid-
den recording machines under the
children's pillows in hopes they
can - learn While asleep.'
l Dr.-Edwin. R. .Sehuell said he is men. The, percentage has since
jumped. •
experimenting with -sleep teach-'
White both the Conservative 
.
mg" 
with one group of children.' —
of the most difficultand Labor Party platforms still He said one 
endorse emigration. the parties
make political hay blaming each
other for the flight. s
When he took office, Prime
Minister Harold Macmillan said,
"Britain has been great, is great
and will stay great provided
we close our ranks and get
on with the job:"
Many .of the English them-
selves admit that, whether it
comes to running a railroad or
a grocery shop, they aren't "get,
ting' on with the job." -
"Why work harder and earn
molre since we will be taxed
fore?" they - -sac in reply t,o
charges of'- laziness. "It's not
worth the effort. The man who
doesn't work as hard _'igets.. as
much out of life. Nobody is
starving."
No one is • strving. But the
ambitious tend to get out.
The liberal London News
Chronicle said last week, "Thou-
sands of people are leaving this
country. They're ' going — and
we might as well face it —
because they've had all they can
take . . .
"Give them one good reason
—just one—why they should
stay."
tasks facing teachers at the
school is encouraging the child to
make.the effort to speak.
It takesinimense effort' for the
child to speak, so most of them
are content to rely on gestures
and brief sounds to exPress them-
selves.
Using the recorders, Schoell re-
peats the day's lesson, and four
times a night the child's teacher
suggests that learning is a happy
experience.
'Although sleep teaching must
be colmled with regular day
work, Schoell hopes Jug ex-
periments' w ill encourage the
COLLEGE
CLEANERS










Stop your. worry —





Pictured in his new elevated milking parlor,
featuring the De Laval Cow to Can Milker, is
Mr. Larry Rale of the Almo community. Shown
with Larry, is his FFR advisor, Mr. Milton Wals-
ton.
Larry, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Hale,
is an outstanding FFA member, and this week
we at Ryan Milk Company pause to pay tribute
to this fine organization through him.‘This week
is National FFA Week, set aside to honor the
Future Farmers of America.
Mr. Hale and Larry have just completed the
new milking parlor and plan to increase their
herd from seven to twelve cows. Mr. Hale says
-gapes oft
n.• I
he is all smiles when talking about the way he
likes the parlor.
"I have milked cows and sold manufacturing
milk fpr several years, and I know the value of
a check coming in every two weeks. I built the
miiking parlor' for the boy and he does all the
milking before and after school."
▪ Not only does Larry gain valuable experience
in herdsmanship, but also he keeps the records
On the herd.
Milking cows with the elevated stanchion
milk parlor, is a real treat for every farm boy
we have ever seen, and l.arry is no exception. It
actually makes the job of milking fun.
Mr. Farmer: We at Ryan Milk Company have a milking program for you and
your son. It offers you with a chance to grow into the dairy business and make mon-
ey at the same time. It offers valuable training to the boy and may well help keep
him'on'the",arm.-It's a fine way for a boy to learn and grow:
Call ,.9n us today or tell your driver, arid we will be glad to come out and talk this
program over with you.
Manufactured Products Division
Ryan Milk Company
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COLD WAR CONTINUES
•
rp e4ident Eisenhower has cut short his winter .vacationat Thomasville, Georgia, and has returned to Wash-
ington to meet Congressional leaders to consider the
crisis in the Middie. East.
If we had a list of the hurried trips and conferences
since Russia started the. "epld war- it would be a formid-
able one.. And some of our leaders believe it win. cuntiiitre
for fifty years.
It would -appear simple to reconcile a 'relatively
small dispute.like the one betWeen Israel and Egypt over
the Gaza strip; but it this sort of dispute that breeds
world war. •
- Surely- we ain't fdame little Israel for refusing to
give up the territory Without guarantees that it will not
be Used as a base to build up another attack on her.
She may not have been justified in invading the ter-
ritory, but she certainly had plenty of provocation and
we believe the United Stares Can afford to be Patient in
working out a settlement that %%1,11 protect Israel.
_The..1.kest of:friends:. have, differences of opinion, -but
the important thing is to realize who our friends are and
never take action that will harm them and give aid and
comfort to common enemy. •
We can't afford to help our friends to commit an ag-
giession, but at the same time We can't close our eyes to
what happened in the Gaza strip, in Jordan, and else-
where, nr.„can we ignore the open boasts of Nasser to
destroy Israelntireiy„ -
It is asking' a 'great deal of the Israelis' that they
abondon the territory and retire behind their own Iron-
iier,s_untili they have:the land of guarantee they want,
and if the United Nations is in position to guarantee her
sovereignty it should have the backing of the _United•
States.
With the world divided into armed camps and the
United Nations representing both equally and impartial-
ly without regard to right or wrong, ''we have never been
able to.'see how ,g can resolve disputes thec present-
one_ in the Middle-East.
ig B __attic Of His Career With1B Are
Not KnownBy OSCAR FRALEYUnited Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK elt — Art Larsen,
the wiry little man with the
Wolfish grin. always as a tight-
so it's no surprise today to
leake that he's winning t he
tougisest battle of his embittled
• 10 Years Ago This Week




United Press Sports Writer
NEW YO1tKe4P — Billy Welu
pronounced Way-Loo. the world's
outstanding tall - man bowler,
predicted today the nation will
have major League pin toppling
by 1960 "bee ul baaeball anu
football."
Welu of Houston _Tex., said
negotiations are progressing tow-
lite..
The former National Amateue
tennis champion wag injured crit-
ically Nov. 10 when he cracked
up on his motor scooter. Severe
damage to. the left sicte of the
brain. required immediate sur-
gery. .
There was little hope fur his
life, at first, but they didn't
know "Tappy."
He lived, but at first was
only ehell of .the eld eneegetic.
Larsen. Ile lost the sight of
his left eye, 'his. ngrit side :was
paralyzed and he was unable
to talk. Always slender, he be-
came a breathing skelton as his
weight dropped away..
Walking And Talking
. But it was a determined walk-
ing and talking Larsen, who
[according to word from Cali-fornia. hobbled. into the Cali-
fornia Rehabilitation Center at
Kaiser Hospital the other dee.
with the observation:
"I've got the' will — if they've
arcr a league of major clubs that I" the waN!'.
will include it least eight cities
and 'have an eight-months sea-
sun f rum September through
April.
The- dailertrafted Texan, stand-
ing six feet four and one-half,
, It's still a long way back.named •the cities that probably
1 The _important thing is that he'swill have representation in the f. . 
that'
1
--ettesliad - cgd iurd 15 pounds.
conquered the paralysis in his
face so that again he 'tome
speak and- slowly W.a.i sealing
movement back into those
lunbs,
ne it and vet  scircuit. They are New York ightt— '
no
(and New Jersey). Chicago. De- 
surprise to Ins friends. -
treat, Steeleaus. Milwaukee. 1,os . 
When-he came marching home
Angeles. Cleveland and Vitae- 
from World _War II he had a
delphia, 
serious case of combat fatigue.
Art was a machine gunner e,elt
"It is expected that the league 'the ninth Army:s 17th Calvary.
will be divided into eastern and At Brest his out fie_ was bionbeci
western divisions," he e,x.piained. by out own planes. At Baelegne
--:1 - • How Sta.* Was Set he "had it pleuty."
Big Billy, who won tne na- Had To --Ite Fighter •
uonal doubles "title wen Don He' was a lighter and hae
McLaren in 1954 -and wee has tel be as he won the U. S.
been a member ot bowling's crown at -Feirest Hills in 1950,
All-America team for tne past For this was the Eddy Stank'
two years. said several ars clop- of Tennis. He , could not', run.
ments in the spurt have set He could net hit. And tie
the stage for, major league alley a scrawny little guy who les
competition. They are: nored training with blatant con-
11) The remarkable boom of centration. But he knocked off
the spurt as a television attrac- all the power hitters aria took
lion during the past two years our top net prize.
has caused big-time sponsors, Later, on a trip to Austalia.
particularly in the beer industry,: there. was cheering from the
lesiNe—eteriereeTilliciff Tanen 
that can be televised natiOnaily Turning oeflantly to the pree-s the missing persons why have
on a regular schedule. box., Art announced: • TB and don't know it. The eye
'the r e linemen t and -Your crowd soaks! Print id the X-ray'-can see TB beneath
modernization of the nation's that!" a healthy looking exterior. Your
15.000 bowling establishments There is no doubt that, aresee doctor will tell you how often
that followeci the general adop- only with his racquet, he woufn you should have a chest X-ray
tarn of automatic pin-spotting
machines to replace pin boys.
t3) The tremendous enthusiasm
for bowling by women and girls
during the past five years" have
made it Aruerica's biggest parti-
cipation spurt, with .an estimated
D0,000.000 persons . rolling the
.balls each year.
(4) Because of the unprece-
dented keeling boom, it is now
On Saturday afternoon February 1, at the home of 
possible for professional bowlers
Rev. H. P. Blankenship of Kirksey. Miss Bettie Lou 31oh- 
to concontrate on the sleet and
ler became the bride of • Mr. Baron. Palmer. 
earn from $5,000 to $45.000 a
. Mrs. Gussie Adams. wife of Ed Adams who is con Welu 
year in competition.
fleeted With the Kroger Store here, has been appointed I 
A Rarity
draft board clerk at Benton. 
Welt'. one of the few tall
Prof. Donald F. Hackett. 'graduate of the University 
men who ever became ace bowl-
of Missouri, has been added to the staff of Murray State 
ers. is a member of the St.
Alem,uericBaundeBe(siuselrisn.gwcinno egrs !se' nthae
College as instructor in the Industrial Arts Department
and a.; superintendent of buildings and grounds. Presi- 
tional high series award for
- dent Ralph II. Woods announced Saturday. 
1954-55 and 1955-56. At 25. his
Mrs. Grave,- Hendon has been appointed chairman tlifteir a2.1e2r.age in team cumPe.
of Calloway County for the Essay Contest sponsored by lie has rolled eight 300 games
the Kentucky Women's action committee. • and the Ken- and three 800 series. He had
tucky Congress of Parents and Teachers. The appoint- a high series of 822. His highest
ment was made by district chairman, Mrs. John E. Kirk- 
sanctioned game was 299 and
sey. his highest 
sanctioned series is
loway (76unty. represented the basketball teams of the 
779Why IS It that few tall men.-Fifieen Murray State Coeds, including nine from Cal-
are goed bowlers, he was ask-
woman's Athletic Association at the annual "Play Day" ed.
at the University' of. Kentucky . in Lexington, February "Because their center of gray-
' ity is se high above the alley.7 and S.
and they have to develop a
Thousands Morehead Could Tie Up 0 V C
Cosfici you be a missing per-
Soil? •
- -Public - health authorities esti-
mate that there are 154,000 miss-
ing eases of tuberculu.is in this
cepntry thit have nut been re-
ported. And in ease you didn't
know. TB is a disease which
enmet lie- reported- *0- the • Illatharl.
ties. Reporting of communicator
diseases is one pi .the eitost
portant Parts of the public health
program — and seal protection
for our health. Unless the au-
thorities know who has a disease
that can be spread to other
people, they cant take ateps
protect the currundnitys or help
the sick person and his family.
In tile 'old days, there were
all suite's of prejudices against
the person who had TB. Scent
'believed, his disease was a pun-
ishment for wild behavior, others,
that he had inherited "bad blood'
from his ancestors. Those who
vaguely understood that the di-
sease was contagious feared him.
Yule might say theie' was 'some
excuse ler hiding the fact that
he h• ad TB.
e - •
Today' there's no euch excuse.
People know TB is caused by
a germ that anyone can catch,
and theists, no more stigma at-
tached to it than to measles.
When ,a person is knewn to have
TB,-isecheteretreeecan be taken to
preeent spreading the germs:
Then -why . all these missing
persons150.000 of them?
People can ha \ e TB without
knowing it. They may not even
suspect that they are ill. Unlike
most contagious disease that have
a definite ineee)ation period and
definite symptoms when the di-
sense breaks out, TB is insidious.
There may be no oetward syinp-
tons for a long period. Even
when symptoms develop, they
are rather yague and might be
attributed to other causes..
With Win Over Hilltop pers Tonight
By UNITED PRESS
Sometimes buildings, especial-
ly new ones, seem to possess a
creepy air alive with coldness
and foreboding. Western Ken-
tucky's Hilltuppers hope it won't
be like that when they meet
Morehead for the first time in
the Eagles' brand - .new field
house tonight,ga.
me. will be the 'all
inuiurtaaLeune to the. Ohio Val-
ley Conference title hopes of the
two teams. Western would just
about clinch the title with a win
tonight and Morehead could stay
alive and throw the race back
into a tie with a victory.
Western movel a game up on
the Eagles when it won the first
game of the home-and-home se-
ries. 97-81, last Saturday at
Bowling Green. This year for the
second time the winner gets an
automatic bid to the NCAA reg-
ional playoffs, so. the stakes are
high.
However, a win by Western
tonight won't neceesarily sew up
the. title for the Hilltoppers.
Western has :two more esetriference
games to play—against Tenhes-
see Tech and Middle Tennessee—
and Morehead has two games yet
to play--both against Eastern.
Western goes into.the game to-
night with a perfect 7-0 confer-
ence record and Morehead is 6-
1. Last year, the two teams,
joined by Tennessee Tech which
definitely is out of the picture
this 'year without a single con-
ference win, ended, season play
in a three-way tie which re-
sulted in a playoff. Morehead
won.
There is also the possibility
that either team could play in a
post -season tournament.
Logically. if Western won and
went on to lake the title they
would represent the conferecee
in the playoffs at Columbus,
Ohio, against an at-large mem-
ber of the NCAA- in March.
However, there is a possible 'Tly.
In the ointment in that t h e
'Ioppers' Bonnie Clark and Bob
Camels would be ineligible to
play under the group's rules be-
cause each has played four years,
of varsity ball. There has been
talk, but apparently it is only
that, the Hilltoppers might pass
up the tisi and hand it ever to
• --
. •ir•\





MARINE CAPT PAUL UFFELMAN. the U.S. naval attactle expelled
' I 7 .. ,,rage, is shown enetring West Berlin,
C. - • •••„- tt Be • .e•-•• -.4.1Sate with his wife, Shirley. He told
nreemen: l• my gee•-s tee expulsion was in meation for:serv-
er:LI ol Una peoplo who have been forced to kayo Woolaisigton..
•
modified technique to be a,
as shorter men," he said.
"That takes a knowledge of Virginia 90 .Duke 81
the technique and plenty id Citadel 97 Newberrs
prat • • ' s• • 5'
.54
have willingly taken on the
whole gallery. A tighter, this
And he's proving 4al1 °vet
again today.
Brewery. Elaigh To Hospital
CHICAGO 48 —Beer has lost
a fight to medicine. The Keeley
Brewery. an 80-year-old Chicago
landmark, will be torn down to
make way fie medical and re-
search buildings of Michael
Reese Hospital. .
to make sure that you .are not
hiding • tuberculosis. ,
Discovered: Toneless TV
JACKSON. Mich. IP d
Bes-ette turned on her 'television
set Friday after she returned
home from shopping but nothing
happened. Upon examination..
Mrs. Beyette said she discovered
a' thief had., taken all the tubes .





LaSalle 99 'Muhlenberg 82
Dartmouth 73 Holy Cross 69
Harvard 69 Williams 66
American U 93 Juniata 83
Maine 86 Bates 84 -
Conn. 90 Massachusetts .7
Manhattan 72 CCNY 68 -
Georgetown 83 Geis. Wash.  75
West Va.' Tech 115 Cencord 78
South
Rand. Macon 60 Catilelic U. 58
611
Georgia Tech 87 Tennessee 85
N, Carolina•86. N. Car. Ct. 57
idwest '-
Muskingum 84 Case Tech 68
Gust, Adolphus 85 St. Johns .81
Williams 61 U. of Chicago 45
St. Vincent 75 John Casein 73
Oberlin 58 Western elsserve 57




ANL Christian 90 Trinity' 66
Rice 82 AvIcansee 89
Southern St. 77 Ark, Si. 75
SMU 71 Texas A&M 55
i
IKE OUT FOR A FEW DRIVES IN SUNNY GEORGIA
PRESIDENT ELsenhowet is shown
practicing (nehte_ just' be-
fore teeing off at Thoniasvills.
Ca., arid eetching a .drive at




Morehead, the reasoning being
that the Eagles at full strength,
could better represent 'the loop.
Morehead could also play in
a tournament even if it didn't
wire tonight or take the crown.
The Eagles, impressive before
out - of - town audiences and a
colorful team by most. standards,
may be considered for tice NIT.
But, of course, the Eagles would
have to wait until asked to join
the select NIT congregation.
In ethee games tonight,ele5uls-
ville shoots for its 18th victory
against always troublesome Mur-
ray at Murray, Kentucky' 'Wes-
leyan winds up its regular sea-
son schedule against Evansville
at Owensboro, steadily-improv-
ing Eastern journeys to Winston-
Salem,N.C., to tackle Wake For-
est, Pikeville plays 'Tusculum at
home and Berea and Centre open
the KIAC tournament in Tran-




LONDON: Nino Valdes, 2071/2,
Cuba, stopped Joe Erskine,
196Ie, wales (I).
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y.: Rory
Calhoun, 1601a, White Plains,
N.Y., stopped Leroy Plyphant,
161es, New York (5).
MIAMI BEACH, Flite Clarence
Hinnant, 1761 , Washington, D.C.,
stopped Y. V VII Durelle, 181 i4
New Brunswick (8).
SACRAMENTO. Calif.: J d y
Lopes, 134, West Sacramento,
stepped_ Noel Humphreys, 129,





WILL OPEN THURSDAY, FEB. 21 -
— • —
—FEATURING—
STEAKS - SHRIMP ---, CHICKEN
FISH with -HUSH-PUPPIES-
- • —
Open 11:30 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.
U.S. 68 NEAR BEAUTIFUL KENTUCKY LAKE







We Especially Invite Every Person Interested In
FARM MACHINERY
To See Our Display Saturday, Feb. 23
FREE FREE FREE
COLD DRINKS TO SUIT YOUR FLAVOR
REGISTER for Free MERCHANDISE
• REAR END CRANE • 5-GAL. CAN TRACTOR LUBRICANT
• 5 OIL FILTER ELEMENTS
SPECIAL !
'103(28 REAR TRACTOR TIRE
(with old tire) 
SPECIAL !
$49"
ALSO SPECIALS ON USED TRACTORS
• Ford-Ferguson • Allis-Chalmers • Fords • John-Dee',
Plenty of New Ford Tractors and Equipment
Will Be On Display
Billington -Down Tractor
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SUN POWER RADIO-PHONOGRAPH Proud Nation
Is Leaving
Homeland
4.. IT'S THE WORLD'S first run powered radio-phonograph, developed.
• by Acinoral corporation. The portable transistor unit is powered
by.that.08-eell solar battery on Its up-tilted lid. It works on alai-
e petal light, too. (Intetnattonai Soutidphoto)
Teen-Agers Learn
About Art Cliches
NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J. —
dB— The root of the painter's
inspiration in the world of -"vis-
ual cliches" is the object of a
research study conducted with
teen-agers at Rutgers University.
The youngsters, ranging in age.
from 12 to 15, are students of
Samuel G. Weiner, an assistant
art professor at the university,
who is conducting the project for
the Peoples Art in New York
City. •.
The topic is "Visual Cliches
and Stereotypes in the Art of
-Children."
Weiner, an artist who has
taught in the field for 10 years,
said artistic cliches—fixed ex-
pression forms-- are gradually
eliminated from the child's realm
through exercises and criticism.
"He is, if he responds, capable
of expressing himself in a more
varied and personal way." Weier
said.
The profesor said elimination
•ef the -cliches" calls fur re-edu-
cation of the subject in his mis-
conception that art is primarily
a skill rather than feeling and
thinking. This is easier with
teen-agers, who have limited
realms of experience.
"Visual cliches at their worst
represent one of ,the strongest
types of intellectual and emotion-
al conformity," Weiner said. "This
usurps the individual's right to
create his own world."
A work of art is more than a
"picture," Weiner emphasized; it
is a symbolic exhibition of a per-
son's own attitude toward him-
self and society.
• Weiner said his research proj-
ect. which tries to help the stu-
dents achieye "honest and vigor-
ous e•xpression," is aimed at de-
termining how other persons
than proven artists can learn to
express themselves artistically.
In freezers with refrigerated
shelves, the top shelf is the cold-
est and the bottom shelf the
warmest. In a chest type of
rreeser, the space just under the
lid is the warmest.
- 
• True to the Bible
• Clear and Understandable
• C.olotfullv Bound Volumes• Intensely Practical
• Widely Useful
• Good Print
• Realonabls It iced
• Hight. Recommended -
.b, Ivangelual Leaders
(..)V It 2,000,000 VOLUMES WWI
O Complete Set. 27 volumes. WOO
o Old Testament. it; %ohmic*. SauttiO
o New Testament. 11 volumes, 915.00
Individual Soluturs, SAW eac h
161.nor Propl.ets I
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• City and Stale 
PRINTED POWER BOOK STORE
Across From Post Office Phone 123
The total homemaking program
consists of three parts: Home
Economics, FHA and the lunch
program.
There are 7 areas of home-
making included in Home Eco-
nomics. They are Food, Clothing.
ChIld'Care; Management, Health,




ss. Feed we study the% emeieeting:
5.
the Chapter, and the State De-
grees.
The lunch program is included
in most Home Economics pro-
grams. Its purpose is to give
the child correct amounts of
the 7 basic foods each (lax:
fly Shipping
thodical evacuation, done coldlyj.nt preparation and cooking of fruits.
and logically by Thinking people
to 3,800 'fans per game in a
"We have been averaging 3,500 meats, vegetables "and poultry. Space Limitswho feel that once-great Britain In Clothing we study t h
Buying, making and care of gar-
ments. 
In Child Care we study the Exodusactions, and the care of children.
In Management we study the
making of a budget, time savers
and money savers.
In Health we study the di-
seases, causes and cures of Phy-
sical and Mental Health.
In Family Relationship we
study ways to knit the family
closer together. •
In housing we study the es-
sentials and all ether plias& of
housing.
"We are the future homemak-
else. of. America" is the beginning
of the creed for the girls who
belohg - to FHA. FHA is an
organization for girls who take
Flame Economics. To combine its
eight purposes, its main purpose
is to help girls to become better
Ic•aders and better homemakers
for the futur'e..
The colors are red -and white
and the flower - is a red rose.
The emblem is octagonal in shape
with the words future Home-
makers of America on the top
and the motto, Toward New
Horizons along the bottom. In
the center is a house supported
by two hands symbolizing that
the future homes of America
are in the hands of its youth.
FHA has three degrees ,ofmany different records withoutFor hundreds of thousands.
this was the "last straw." bothering their neighbors. Atten-





TEE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY 
Pistons To Move Great Help To FHA GirlsTo Detroit
a Heysier with faith in Detroit's
DETROIT ita — Fred Zollner,- Homemaking Program I,.. isreputation of being the "best .."
sport town in t he country,"
Thursday' affirmed that his Ft.
Wayne Pistons of the National
Basketball Association will -switchBy DANIEL F. GILMORE to Detroit this fall.
United Press Staff Correspondent The move requires only the
LONDON slat — This 
is the' formal approval by the NBA's
story of"a proud nation leaving i amlai:rcliadof gy ovet 
had ntaeted 
ntirs. Zullner said
ho cV - -the
' board members and they unani-It is not a Hungary ,with 100.-
mottely approved. The vote will i000 fleeing at risk eif their!
asslives.. This is an orderly, be tdken duriwsthe Aniapeet-- -
has nothing more to offer.
An. estimated 7 million men
and women have picked up and
left since the end of World
War II. An authoritative public 
But Zenner plainly wants more
opiaion poll revealed last week 
to attend the NBA's Western
that two out of every 4ive Bri-
Division leader's *games. T h e
tons interviewed would emigrate 
1,
Pistons, operating under a six-
if they could. Projected on a year Contract with Olyropic Stad-
natiopal scale, this would' mean 
oum President Bruce Narris. will
that 20.5 million of the British-PIaY inirmirn"--tif 22
Isles' 51.2 million inhabitants— in Detroit. Five to seven of
nearly half the populationwoUld them will be doubleheaders.
like to go. Seven games will be played
at Ft. Wayne next season, Mae
British Are Proud with each NBA club.
The British are proud, and "Detroit is the only town we
they have much of sahich to considered," the well-tanned in-
be proud. But a lot of them dustrialist said.
find life in these densely popu- "We had an offer from Louis-
lation isles no longer worth the vile but we didn't look into it,"
extra sweat and effort, he said.
It took Britain many years ' .
to recover from World War II. '
Some experts say she never Unusual Sales
recovered, The country is in
10,000 seat arena," •Zollner said.
"That's great for a city with
little more than 100,000 per-
Sons."
debt. Production per worker is Plan At Record
below many other countries. Center. Revealed
Rationing carried through for '
some until 1952 — seven years
after VE-Day. Coal is still ra-
tioned, 12 years after the _war.
KANSAS CITY, Mo — DI —
Supermarket methods are used in
the selling of recorded music atAfter the Suez crisis and the the new Foremost Record Centerclosing of the Suez Canal in
here.November, the government an-
nounced the return of gasoline
and fuel oil rationing. Simul-
taneouslf prices shot up.
In the first week after gaso- ants also play 331a rpm records
!line rationing. 10.000 persons lair customers who' listen in hi-fi;
swarmed to the --Cimittleaft .iner....40..44.4•144 siorviod by eta-axial speak-
migration office. The Australian era.
and New Zealand offices were •Officials of the center and a
jammed. sound expert worked out the de-
"We're rtmnnipg up to 3,000 tails. Thr began with a system a
a day," said G on Cummings, indexing records through use of'
director of the Canadian Im- album jackets mounted on huge
migration Department. The line panels. The customer notes the4
formed daily at 2 a.m. ' -sinclex number and letter of the
Who are the applicants? _ jaeket and the 4attendant does the
. Well-Educated citizens rest.
Not the swashbuckling aven- The cehter points out that wearturers or sparkling-eyed youths and tear on the discs is reducedwho won and populated the to an absolute minimum by theold empire. Most of the new
migrants are - well-educated citi-
zens, many of them scientists
and specialists, who carefully
weighed their beloved country The supermarket idea is ex-
tencied to include ample parkingand found it painfully wanting
John. a 26-year old Cambridge space for cutomers, an up-to-the
. graduate. explained it this way. 'rninkiTe 'scoreboard' of best
I "Your hoese is burned down sellers among the popular re-
once. You keep that old stiff Cords, and a battery of vending
upper lip and build it again. machines provide •refreshmeres..
But the second time you'te in • Foremost Records. Inc., which
dined to say ' "The hell with installed the center as a subsi-
it.' This place is unlucky." diary enterprise, is new in the
John earns $30 a week, but record world. It is headed by ,
pays $14 of that in rent. He BlAns Davis, prominent New
Attendants play 45 rpm records
at a counter, where a dozen or
more customers may listen to as
system. Moore than 5.000 record
album jackets are on display,
each indexed for easy' selection.
York theatrical producer and
"angel" who Maintains a home in ,
nearby Independence. Mo.
So his wife works teo4gfor $13
a week.
"I le my country but I Before and Aftercan't see
ov 
it," John says. "I want
to work and work hard and
get the benefits of hard luck r 7— •
We're getting Mit."
Acid-tongued columnist "Cas-
sandra" of the pro-Labor Daily
Mirror, borrowing from Shakes-
peare's famous words. said:
"Their main- reason for want-
ing to leave this sceptred
this earth of majesty, this other
Eden, demi-paradise, this pre-
cious stone set in silver sea,
this blessed plot, this earth. this
realm, this England, is that they
can't afford to live in the tax-
ridden and inflation - cuesed
place"
could get a cheaper place —
with an outside bathroom or no
bathroom or a•shared kitchen.
'51 PONTIAC
BEFORE YOU BUY
Drive And Compare With
Any Car At Any Price-!
— SE E —
JOHN WATSON or THOMAS JONES
Main Street Motors
West -Kentucky's Oldest Pontiac Dealer
1406 W. Main St. Phone 59
441Tir
RUSSIAN BORN Natalia Derail,
24, is shown (top) at a Holly-
wood, Calif., studio as she fin-
gers her lovely long tresses be-
fore making her debut in the
forthcoming film, "The ,,,Secret
Diary of Joseph Stalin." As a
victim of the Red dictator in the
movie, sae is required to. have
her he7,d shaved-to the scalp. At
bottom, the aetress holds the
shavings of her blue-black hair.
By DANIEL F. GILMORE
United press Staff Correspondent
LONDON 11P, In the rosy
glow of Queen Elizabeth II's
coronation ,,in 1953, Britons spoke
of a new "Elizabethan Age."
Since Suez, the glory has turn-
ed to ashes. Britons are fleeing
their homeland in slamming num-
bers. 6,000 a month to Canada,
56,000 a year to Australia, 850
enquiries a day at the . Nev.-
Zealand office. Only shipPing
space limits the exodus.
Officially, both the Queen and
her consort, Prince Philip, en-
courage_ migration. Both the Con-
servative government in power
and the Labor party in opposi-
tion support it. After all, they
say, the flight is JD the Com-
monwealth — the tie to the
Crown is still there.
But privately thinking Britons
are worried, and government Of-
ficials are aghast at the loss
of the cream of the nation's
youth, its technicians and scien
tists. Britain seems in danger
of losing its -brains."
Nation Of Oldsters
Conservative 0. J. Alport, un-
der secretary for Commonwealth
relations, told the House of Corn-
RUPTURED!
Then it's the world famous "DOBB'S TRUSS"
BULBLESS — BELTLESS STRAPLESS
It holds like mad. It can be worn while bathing. It does
not spread the rupture. It holds with a concave pad. Reason
should teach you not to place a bulb or ball in opening of
rupture, thus keeping the muscles spread apart. F. A. Vines,
Truss Technician, Dobbs Truss Co., Birmingham, Ala., will
be at the National Hotel, Murray, Ky., Friday, Feb. 22nd.
Hours: 9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. Come in for Free Demonstra-
tion.
moos during debate on the "Em-
pire Settlement Bilf.", which en-
courages migration to the Com-
monwealth:
"Emigration shauld be based
on a cross-section of the popu-
lation . . . lest Britain be. left
with an unsupportable residue
of the aged and infirm."
Alport said that nine-tenths
of those going to _Canada and.
five - sixths of the Australia-
bound were under '45 years of
age. The 1953 Canadian figures
show that one-fifth we 'mana-
gerial workers or professional
men. The percentage has since
jumped.
WiCal bah th COrger-vallve
and Labor Party platforms still
endorse emigration, the parties
make political hay blaming each
other for the flight.
When he took office, Prime
Minister Harold Macmillan said,
"Britain has been great, is great
and will stay great provided
we close our • ranks and get
on with the job."
Many of the English them-
selves admit that. whether it
comes to running a railroad or
a grocery shop, they arena -get-
ting on with the job."
"Why work - harder and earn
more since we will be taxed
fore?" they say in reply to
charges of laziness. "It's not
.Worth the effort. The man who
doesn't work as hard gets as.
much out of life. Nobody is
starving." ,
No one is strving. But the
ambitious tend to get out.
The liberal Lond on News
Chronicle said last week, "Thou-
sands of people are leaving this
country. They're going — and
we might as well fdce it —
because they'Ve had all 'they can
take . . .







SANTA BARBARA, Calif. —45
A new II-method of helping a cere-
bral palsied child make the first
affort.at speaking Is on trial at a
special school here.
, Teachers at Hillside House, a
residential school for cerebral
palsied children, have placed hid-
den recording machines under the
children's pillow in hopes they
can learn while asleep.
Dr. Edwin R. Schuell said he is
experimenting with "sleep teach-
eing,-, -wish-one-group -of title:leen.
He said one of tate most difficult
tasks facing aeachers at the
sehool is encouraging the child to
make the effort to speak:
It takes immense effort for the
child to' speak, so most ,of them
are content to rely on gestures
and brief sounds to express them-
selves.
Using the recorders, Schoell re-
peats the day's lesson, and four
times a night the child's teacher
suggests that learning is a happy
experience.
Although sleep teaching must
be' coupled with regular day
work. Schoell hopes his ex-
periments will r•nc,.trrage the
COLLEGE
CLEANERS
FREE Pick-up & Delivery









Stop your worry —




Pictured in his new elevated milking parlor,
featuring the De Laval (ow to Can Milker, is
Mr. Larry Hale of tile Almo community. Shown I
with Larry is his FFA advisor, Mr. Milton Wals-
ton.
Larry, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Artlin Hale,
is an outstanding FFA member, and this week
we at Ryan Milk Company pause to pay tribute
to this fine organization- through him. This week
is National FFA Week, set aside to honor the
Fu tire Farmers of America.
111r. Hale and Larry have just ,completed the
new milking parlor and plan to 'increase their
herd from seven to twelve cows. Mr. Hale says
Phone 1180
AselasaMiallin.#•‘ C2.
he is all smiles when tatkilig aVotit the watile
likes the Piirlor.
- "I have milked cows and sold .manufacturin
milk for several years, and I know the value of
a check coming in every two weeks. I built the
miiking parlor for the boy and he does all the
milking before and after' school."
Not only does Larry gain valuable experience
in herdsmanship, but also he keeps the records
on the herd.
Milking cows with the elevated -stanchion
milk parlor, is a real treat fpc every farm boy
we have ever seen. and Larry is no exception. It
actually makes the job of milking fun.
Mr. Farmer: We at Ryan Milk Company have a milking program for you and
your son. It offers you-with a chance tog row into the dairy business and make mon-
ey at the same time. lt,offers valuable training to the boy and may well help keep
him on the farm. It's a fine way for a boy to learn and grow.
Call on us today or tell your driver, and we will be glad to come out and talk this
program over with you.
Manufactured Products Division
Ryan Milk Company










sityes Women was held Tuesday enrarge the field of 
human
evening; February 12, in the' knowledge. and will it give 
tik
science building at Murray State the recipient an opportunit
y doe
College witts_Itz.s.. George Karns needed -training and for develo
p-
ball presiding. ing powers of independent 
judg-
The business meeting was tak-
en up with the concerns of the
various 'bommittees planning de-
tails of the state convention to
be held at Kenlake. April 5. 6,
and 7 with the Murray Branch
acting as hostess organization.
The reports hold high promise
of an interesting and rewarding
affair.
A further item of business,
and one of community-wide in-
terest, is the reported program
for March, to be given March
6. at' which time Boyd Martin,
drama editor of the Louisville
Courier-Journal, will address .the
association. The meeting will be.
held, on the second floor of the
tesses — Mrs. Lawton Alexander, li •brarv at the college with guests
s Mrs. Cleo •Sykes. and Mrs. Van welcome. Another special treat
Valentine —to the. fifteen /nem- iS in store for the association in
hers .and two visitors. Mrs Baker me projected visit of the well-
'and Mrs. Effie James. known ...speaker. Mrs. Frederick
• • • • Gilstrap, former national vice-
president of AA.U.W., schedul-
ed for April 29, at a place and
time to be 'announced.
The program . of the evening.
given Under the directions ..of
Mrs. Dean Humphreys opened
Mrs. Lillian Adams of the fel-
lowship committee. was carried
her lovely new home at 1633a • out by several present members
Wes; OliVe for the meeting of the club and one past mem-
I.Circle V. of 
the Woman's Society 
bet. a welcome visitor. Miss Ola The Alpha Meeting
of Christikri Service of the First
Methodist Church held on Mop-
Brock. who personified grantees The Alpha Department of the
I
day. February 18. at seven-thirty 
and fellows citoVie A. A. U. W. Murray Woman's Club will meet
o'clock in the' evening. 
. program. at thE club, house on Saturday,
The program, on "Southeast 
Women from many nations of February 23. at two - thirty
Asia" was presented by 
Mrs. I the . world ,were repr
esented, o'clock in the afternoon.
Paul T. Lyles and Mrs Chester 
from all types of activity and Miss Clara Eagle of the art.
Thomas. The. were 
-assisted by study. ranging from Egypt to department of Murray
 State Col-
lars pat waymart....,eass. Ben Lndia. Korea, the Phillippines, 
lege will present the- _program
Grogan, and Mrs. George 
America, South Africa. Israel, on ...Art in- Kentucky—Yesterday
ball 
Germany. France, and Denmark.. T day,i and Tomorrow" in whi
ch
.
Mrs. 'Joe Dick sang '
a abis. I and representing the fields of she will use color slides to set
"Break Thou the Bread of ̀ Ife." art, 
education, business admin- up her main categories:
istration, pohtical science. med- I •The chairman.' Mrs. G
. B.
The chairmian of the'cirele. Itars..1
John Sammcins, presided at 'the 
ecine. social science. ec'anomics, I Scott, urgesall membe
rs to at-.
meeting 
linguistis, psychology, and the tend. The hostesses- will be
 Miss
Ors. Humphreys Is
Hostess For Meet -
Of Circle T. WSCS
Mrs. George Kimball Presides At Meeting
Of Murray Branch of the A'AUW Tuesday
The regular February meeting fellowships were offered onl
y in
The Alice Waters Circle of the of the Murray Branch of the "p
ractical" subjects: the enter-
sWeman's Society of Christian American Association of Univ
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Sers ice, of the First Methodist
-Church held its regular -meeting
at the church on Monday. Febs
ruarly 19, at 'seven-thirty o'clock..,
in the evening.
Mrs. Charles Mason Baker was
the guest speaker for :he even-
ing In her, very talented and in-
teresting was. Mrs. Balser dis-
cussed the subject, "Identifying
Ourselves With people of the
Warld." ).
The devotional reading from
Matthew 2111822 was by Mrs.
Br. an Overcast who also read
an article by Rev. Roy L. Smith
entitled "How I Pray" from the
Methodist paper. -Together."
Mrs. Richard Tuck. Chairman
of the -tittle, presided at the
meeting.
During the social hour refresh-
ments were served by the his-
ment7 The association believe class presented the devotion for
in encouraging "that free inquiry the evening. Her very interesting
which is the basis for the ad- I arid inspiririg thoughts were bas-
vance of civilization", and is ed on the Scripture reading (rem
aiding gifted women to equip n n Matthew 6:19-21. Mrs. Steely
themselves to play a part ai that teaches in the college depart-
advance. Over 40 fellowships are Lment of the Sunday School.
being offered annually. - Quiz games were directed by
Because of the difficulty in-- Mrs. J. M. Converse, Mrs. Bethel
securing aid for more aavanced 
l 
Richardson, president of the
class, presided at the meeting.
The class teacher is Mrs. E. C.
Jones.
The hostesses — Miss Vivian
Hale. Mrs. Joe Williams, Mrs.
W. H. Solomon, and Mrs. Rich-
ardson—served cherry tarts and
coffee to the following members
present:
Mesdames H. W. Wilson, Leon
Burkeen. Marvin Harris, Art Lee,
James Brown, E. C. Jones, Glen
C. Hodges, Allen McCoy; Alfred
Cunningham. Orvin Hutson. W.
L. Polly. J. B. Burkeen, J. M.
Converse, Bernice Wisehart, Ru-
bin James. James 'Rogers. Cast:r•
Parker, Alvis Jones, Will Franke-
Steely, and .Robert W. Rule.
• • • v
RECIPE .OF THE WEEK
Made - in - advance casserole
work, the association has under-
taken graduate fellowships as its
national project, the. work to be
carried, on wherever it, can best
be done. A large proportion of
the American fellows s t udy
abroad, while many foreign fel-
lows study in this country.
Facts 'of this sort concerning
the fellowship program were
brought out jay the charming
and informal presentation by
Mrs. Adams, whose questioning
and. prompting' of the "visitors" .
made the work of file 'Fellowship ,
Program of' vivid and immediate
interest to her listeners. . -
Tea .was served by Mrs. Adams
and her committee to the more
than thirty members present.
• •
Mrs. Steely Gives
Devotion At Meet ...
Of The 1117 Class
The Young Women's Sunday
School Class of the First Baptist
Church met at the Murray Elec-
tric Building on Olive Street on
kftindays February 18, at seven-
thirty o'clock in the -evening.
Ms's. .war Frank Steely who
is an associate member of the
Miss Clara Eagle dishes are always popular with
To Give Program At the- .housewife who works part
time away from home or the
homemaker attending an after-
noon club meeting. Such dishes
often improve .by standing for
several hours through a blending
of flavors, says Mrs. Pearl liaak,




2 1' chopped onion
'c condensed tomato soup
(101.2 oz can)
1 c canned peas drained






WEDNESDAY — FEBRUARY 20, 95'
SOCIAL CALENDAR
Wednesday, February 20
• The East Hazel Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Leland
te Alton at one o'clock.
• • •
The J. N. Williams' chapter of
he UDC will meet at the home
of Mrs; Luther Robertson at
two-thirty' o'clock. Mrs. Luther
Jackson will be cohostess.
• • • •
Thursday, February 21
The hostesses. Mrs. Furr.ph- I 
Ancient Greek Classis Heroes! „Beatrice Frye. 'Mrs. Ben
jamin To -3 cups boiling water, add
revs and Mrs. E. F. Herrin. 
sem_ Such a wide variety of types of 'Keys, Mrs. Lela
nd Owen Mrs. tra tablespoons salt an
d macaroni.
refreshments to the members lear
ning woold give the lie-T6-"ifiram Finney, and Mrs. 
Robeet
during the social hour. any 
claim that the AA.U.W. , Hornsby.
Boil rapidly stirring constantly
for 2 minutes. Remove from
heat, cover and let stand 10
minutes. In the meantime, make
sausage in small, patties, place
in skillet and cook slowly for
shout 5 minutes, draining off
fat and turning as necessary.'
Drain macaroni, rinse with warm
•sater and drain well. Add sau-
sage bails, peas, tomato soup
snd onion. Mix well and turn
into a Its quart casserole. Melt
sinter in small pan and stirs
In bread crumbs. Sprinkle over
op of casserole. Regregerate until
ready to place in oven, then
sake 45 minutes in moderate
vest, '350 degrees. Serves 4 to 5.
Menu: Sausage-macaroni spe-
sial, insert beans, cabbage slaw,
curpbread, but;er and Washing-







































TAKE OFFS FROM NEW AUTOMOBILES
NEW WHITE-WALLS STILL IN PAPER -
100Tires Must Be Sold
Before March 1st
6.70, 7.10 TOP LINES -- Firestone - Goodyear -
Goodrich - U.S. Royal and Others
— WILL SELL OR TRADE
Wilson Mercury Sales




Burley farmers ought to start
'his month planning their 1957
:obacco crop says Russell Hunt,
CK Agricultural Extension Serv-
ice burley specialist.
For instance, they should test
suits for nitrogen, lime, phos-
phorus, and potash needs. Stalks
also may be applied to cropland
• .r sod if no fusanum wilt or
black shank was in the previous
crop, Hunt' notes. Stalks should
be applied early, too.
The 1956 crop was mild, thin-
oodied,- flavorable and ripe; this
kind of tobacco. Hunt says. "has
..reen and will Continue to be in
demand for making - cigarettes."
All, these !sours—soil nutrient
needs, past cropping history, and
. market demand fur burley —
should be, a guide to proper fer-





Blamed For Loss -
The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
an open meeting at the club
house. at two-thirty o'clock. The
Tappan Stove Company w i 1 1
demonstrate the new electronic
stove.
The Wadesboro Homemakers
Club will meet at the hume of
Mrs. Lowell Palmer at 10 o'clock.
i IT IS JUST A MATTER OF TIME
MARMADUKE, giant tortoise at the London, Engl
and, Zoo, Is looking
over two of the babies just arrived from the 
Seychelle Islands in the
Indian Ocean. The babies measure four inches 
across, but some day
they Isnll be as big as Marmaduke, who is six 
feet, three inches from
stem to stern, and weighs a quarter of a ton. 
The large tortoise is at
least a hundred years old, but is still going stron
g—if slowly.
-
The Woman's Association of
the Presbyterian Church w i 1 I
meet with Mrs. Reaina Senter
at eight o'clock.
• • * •
Friday', February 22
The Coldwater Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Dewey Bazzell at ten
o'clock.
Satarday, February 23
The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet





Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Thomas Leon Armstrong
at one o'clock.
Retiring Patrolman
Gives Self Ticket -
HASTINGS Mich. --KM-- P
trolman Richard Endsley's 1
official act before leaving
Hastings police force was giv
himself a ticket.
Endsley, who resigned to j
the Barry County sheriff's of fi
ticketed himself for makirtet
improper turn after his car no
struck another auto.
He said he was blinded by #
sun but added, "that's no It
cuse."
ONE FOR THE ROAD
CHICAGO 11 — Mrs. Virgins*
.Chuipek, 30, received an ;unusual
bonus with her alimony allot-
ment. A Superior- Court -fudge
Monday awarded her $114-3 a





The Fierce, fighting, flaming fury of th
e South's
finest ... THE DIXIE DARE-DEVILS who b
ecame
... THE HELL FIGHTERS OF THE PACIFIC.'-
IP ZS =kr Km
paws
ciNap.Z.4uzscopE
—Robert WAGNER Terry MOORE Broderick CRAY/FORD
CHICAGO- —Mt-- Early diagnosis
of diseases of the gums can pre-
vent much loss of teeth among
adults, an Air Force dental Corps
..ifficer says.
Maj. (..111nton 0. Dummett, of,
Einundurf Air Force Base, An-
chorage, Araska; discussed gum
disi:ase in • the Jiitirrial of the
American Dental Association.
Dummett said pdsons over 35
years of age lose more teeth from
the so-called periodontal diseases,
popularly anti% 0 as pyorrhea and
gingivitis, than from ,any other
cause, including oental decay.
He cited One study which esti-
mated that 50 .01-, cent of all
men by the age of 45 either ate
Afflieled with same: form ol pen-.
•• .1 disease. or' have . lost







You get a power reserve in a Dodge Power
 Giant
that pays off every mile you drive. From 2
04-hp.'
pick-ups to giant 232-hp. tandems, Dodge giv
es
you the most power of the low-priced three . . .
actually as much as 31' ; more.
Extra power moans faster acceleration, saf
er
passing . . . cuts your time costs; every trip.
 It.
cuts operating costs, too, because it lets
 •yOur
Dodge engine loaf under loads that make 
less
powerful engin-e whine with strain. Less 
strain
means less wear, fewer repairs. And the 
special
design of these Power Giant V-8's delivers 
full-
powered performance on regular gas.
More power lets you haul bigger loads. T
hat's
why Dodge can offer bigger payload capa
cities
in every weight clam. For instance, the 
Dodge
300 pick-up packs up to 73"; more payloa
d each
trip than comparable competitive makes
. And
that's the kind of payload advantage that 
many
times means one trip instead of two.
Dodge is the easiest handling truck on the ro
ad
- with the shortest turning radius for easier
 park-
ing and qUicker zip-in-and-out-maneuve
rability.
Poser steering is available for most models
. And,
for the first time on any truck, Dodge 
offers the
extra convenience of a push-button* auto
matic







OF THE LOW-PRICED 3 .
Dodge pick-ups haul as much as
73% more than other low-priced makes.
Combine all these features with smart new
Forward Look styling and comfort-designed cabs
and you've plenty of reason to Lake a -good 
look
at a 1)odge. Why not do it soon? You'll find 
your
Dodge dealer's deal will help you decide on a new
Dodge Power Giant right now! T • ". •
*Available on all Info-tonnage and Forward-Contra! made's
.
DODGE TRUCKS
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So poi, word for one day, minimum of 17 words for 60c - Sc per word for three days. Claesified ads are payable In advent*.
FOR SALE .1
AUTO, FIRE, LIFE, and Inland
Marine insurance. Contact Wayne
Wilson, phone 321. M13C
FOR SALE CHEAP. One horse
wagon and harness. See S. L.
18 Horn at N. B. Ellis Company,
or call 1085-R. , F20C
LATE MODEL Cub Farmall with
plow, disc', cultivator. Really
nice. Also 1946 GMC 11/2 ton
truck. Clean with • extra good
tires. Robert Craig, Hazel Rt. 3,
phone HY 2-3145. F21P
  TT
1/SED REFRIGERATOR fur sale
• 








GOOD USED Refrigerator, cheap.
Phone • 1692. ITC
B-MODEL. Allis Chalmers trac-
tor with plpw, disc, and cultiva-
tor. Bobby Watson, Murray Rt 1.
Phone -694 -J-1. F21P
•
[FOR SALE or TRADE
DRY GOODS STORE in Hazel.
Good location between Post Of-
fice and Bank. Would trade for
house and lot or farm. ftfason

















Murray Marble & Granite Works,
builders of fine memorials for
°vet half century. Porter White,
Manager. Phone 121. M16C
SEWLN MACHINES, Necchi,
Demestic, Brother. Repair all
makes. Write or call Allen's
Sewing Machine Ex., 210 S. 9th.,
Paducah. Dial 2-8900 or Murray
phone 1091. M19P
BABY CHICKS. Book yaur or-
der for baby chicks today at
your home town hatchers. Mur-
ray Hatchery. S. 4th St. F27C
SEWING Machine Service special
Wednesday, Feb. 20, Thursday,
Feb. 2* in. your home. Cleaned,
oiled, stitch adjustment for only
$3.50. Call Judy's Beauty Shop
phone 1091 Murray or write
Aliens Sewing Machine Ex., 210
So. 4th, Paducah, Ky. 120P
JUST ARRIVED! We new . have
a complete Stock of braided rugs
all colors, all trZe's up to 6x9.
Prfces start at $1. Crass Furni-
ture Co. Phone 381. F22C
WE SELL and install door mir-
rors, 16x69 in. Plate glass bevel-
ed edge, installed $19.95. 18x68,
411'22.50. Crass Fair/inure Company,
Phone 381. F22C
FOR RENT j
ROOM with two beds and pri-
vate bath. $10 per week. Single
rooms. $7 per week. Beale 'Hotel.
."-F22C
FSTRVICES OFFERED I
FOR NEW vacuum cleaners and
repair service write Box 213,
Murray, Ky. F22P
HELP WANTED ' I Mem. e Water
WANT SOME ONE to no hopse
work and take care of 5 yr. old
boy, would like middle age per-
son, almost full time, home like_
conditions. Bob Randolph, 221
Woodland. Phone 675 during day.
F2.1P
BASS SITTER to stay in home
from 8:00 to 5:00. Mon. through
Fri. "Phone 628-W. F21C
INSURANCE AGENT to serve
with old line company. Starting
salary $80 per week. Must have
automobile. Phone collect, 2468-
R, Mayfield. F21P
I LOST & FOUND
LOST: Blond cocker, one year
old. Answers tc "Penny." Con-
tact Tommy Alexander, 5201/2




NEW YORK L12) - A newly
cieweloped tablet for treatment
of diabetes has proved "uniform-
ly successful" in reducing the
blood sugar level of the most
common type of diabetic scien-
tists said today. -
The drug, a- distant cousin of
sulfa, • is called .Tolbutamicie by
chemists and is manufactueed
under the trade narite, Orinase,
by the Upjohn Company.
Scientists who conducted re-
search on Tolbutamide believe
it may be the answer to the
long 'search for an oral. drug
that can take the place of insulin
which diabetics nuist take by
injection.
The reports were made to a
cOnference on diabetes sponsored
by the New York Academy of
Science.
..--EU1A3ETH SEIFERT'S NEW NOVEL
A Call for Doctor Barton1956 by Irlisebeth Seifert. Reprinted by_perinlifelea of the pee-fuller, Dodd. Mead Co. Distributed by Kim natures 117adicalika
CHAPTER 14
Or.EN KOPP was a farmer.Grady Batton had not liked
him much, from' the first. Kop7
was an ignorant man, not so
much unschooled-which he was
--as a person who considered
himself smart enough not to need
boek-learnin'. lie was a large
and lumbering man, dark skinned,
with thinning dark hair.
He was a member of the com-
mittee which had brought Grady
to the Hollies, probably selected
as one who would represent the
farm people of the comralunity.
On this Christmas night, the
doctor turned his car into the
drive of the Kopp flrrn, took his
small beg and went up on the
porch.
, The front door was opened by
Oren Kopp himself, and Grady
went into a narrow and chilly
hall, unlighted except for lamp-
light which streamed through an
open door at the far end of the
passn7e.
A red crepe paper wreath
bobbed and twisted under thedrop light in the dining room in-
to which Grady was ushered.
'there was the sound of a baby's
labored breathing, and the corn-
flirting sounds made to the child
by Mrs. Kopp.
Grady's attention sharpened.
lie had never met Kopp's wife
before. She was a small, dark-
eyed woman, bent almost double
with some spine-affliction, per-
haps arthritis. It was pitiful to
see her so afflicted and trying to
care fos,lhe.child in the Crib.
After a s*ift glance at the
baby and -while listening to
Kopp's explanation of his trouble,
Grady set his bag upon the table,
then opened it,,
The baby, he was told, was a
grandchild. His parents had
brought him for Christmas from
Detroit and had left Gregory
there hecause he had this cold.
Thy would return on the week
end after New Year's to get him.
"How old is he?" asked the
doctor, touching Mrs. Kopp's
shoulder to get her to move away
from the crib.
"He's eighteen months, doctor,"
said the women,.
Grady bent over the crib, picked
up the child and the blanket and
carried him to the table under
the light. The baby was crying
now, along with that choking
sound which he had been making
ever since Grady had entered the
house. The doctor adjusted a
ferehead mirror, took his flash-
light' and a tongue blade and
bent over the child. Then his
fingers explored the outside of his
throat: he listened to his chest
The baby st,prefi crying to
watch him, but his breathing WRS
still heavy and grating.
••• •••••• •••• • •• •••
"How long has he been like
this?" askeu the Lloctor.
"Since noon, 1 guess. Not so
bad. Croup always gets worse at
night." Oren Kopp had taken
over the matter of dealing with
the doctor. The grandmother had
retreated to a corner.
Grady held a thermometer tin-
der the child's arm-and stood
thinking. Then he withdrew the
thermometer, read it, frowned.
He wrapped the baby in the
blanket and took him back to
his crib: the child's fingers held
the tongue blade and he began
to cough.
Grady watched him, his frown
deepening. Kopp moved to the
head of the crib and the grand-
mother began to pluck at her
apron.
"You think a croup kettle
she ventured.
"No," said Grady kindly. "I
don't think the baby has the
croup, Mrs. Kopp. I believe there
is a foreign body-I think he's
swallowed something. I think
whatever it was has lodged in
the windpipe, perhaps in his
lungs--
"He ain't sweltered weithin!"
cried Kopp.
-Not necessarily today, sir, or
even yesterday; but I think there
definitely is some obstruction,
some object which has lodged and
is interfering with his breathing.
It seems to have set up an infec-
tion, too-not as yet acute-but
I would like to take the child,
tonight, for X-rays and probably
an' examination by broncho-
scope."
"The kid's got croup. All kids
get croup!"
"All children do not get croup!
Ad T am certain that this child
doesn't have it"
"He's chokin'rain't he?"
Grady nodded. "Yes, I'm aLaid
he is. That's why I want im
`takep to Madison." •
"Madison!"
"I believe It is the close, we'd
find a bronchoscope. But I' sure
that Dr. Messmer .there will have
one. He's a very One surgeon,
specializing in diseases of the
throat and thorax."
Kopp thrust his ugly face to-
ward Grady. "You're gonna choke
yourself, Doc," he said unpleas-
antly. "on one "-of them big
vortrds'"
Grady stepped hack, slipped
off his head band, dropped it into
his hag and reaehed his hand for
his emit- emit .Mich he'd hung
over the knob of a chair.
' "Suppose you treat the kid for
croup, Doe," Kopp saiirroughly.
"That's what I got you out here
to do."
Slowly. thoughttullY. the doctor
repacked his hag, then turned to
look at the grandmother. Melt
wretch; she too needed expert
medical care. Grady straightened
and turned to Oren Kopp.
"Obviously," he said in a cold,
tight voice, the line deep between
his nose and upper lip, "you
knew what to do for croup. That
is not my diagnosis for the case,
and I would be doing additional
harm to the child should I treat
him for that. If you will not as-
sume the responsibility which the
custody of this child imposes upon
you and follow my advice to take
him to a hospital . "
"Oh, now, look here, Barton!"
Kopp broke in gruffly. "We
brought you here to the Hollies
to doctor, not to preach. Why
can't you just give us a prescrip:
tion for somethin' to cut the
phlegm? Surely you know enough
to do that! We need a doctor
here, but maybe you should re-
member that the ones that
brought you to the Hales can
send you away again!"
It was incredible, thought
Grady, how ignorant this maxi
was, how incredibly stupid!
"I have a contract with the
committee, Mr. Kopp," the doc-
tor said quietly. "The terms of it
do not include any statement re-
quiring me to accept the medical
diagnosis of a layman and to act
upon it. I feel sure that I know
what is wrong with the child
here in your home. I am afraid
he is due to become dangeroasly
ill if you do not act upon my
advice."
"Now that I called you. it %It'll'
be your fault, won't it, if he gets
dangerously sick?"
"No, Mr. Kopp. You called me
in profes.sionally: I have made my
diagnosis and given my', advice.
If you refuse to follow it, my con-
nection with the case ends, here
and now."
"Let it end, then!" shouted
Kopp. "I can promise that, yetell
not be called bite.lc here very
soon!"
Numb with the need to control
his rage, Grady put on his hat,
his gloves, picked up his bag and
le/ himself out of the house. He
got into his car; barked it out to
the road, turned into It and drove
toward town. He was angry. He
had been ttry angry back in that
fermhouse. Now pis hands Stift
shook with the effects of that
tremendous anger. He was in had
shape to drOli,-Ftre'pirlled the car
Into a path which led toward at
pasture gate and sat for a min-
ute leaning forward upon the
wheel, trying to think. He rolled
down the window, hoping that the
cold, brittle air would clear from
his brain the web of fear which
was threatening to engulf him.
-----
Tomorrow: A friend lend
a sympathetic ear to Doctor




AGLISIA Me -7, - The
money-losing Cohurn Aqueduct
Co. of Skowhegan is still in busi-
ness-and it doesn't like it.
The Maine Public Utilities
Commiissun has turned down the
second request in three years by
the water company fur authority
to dissolve.
The commission sympathized
with. the company's plea that it
has only 10 cutomers, but said
the company could nbt go out of
business and leave the customers
"literally high and dry."
Risk Of Sudden Death In
Operations Is Reduced
The risk of sudden death at
surgery has been reducil through
the development of_ a new in-
strument by scientists .and doct-
ors at the Hines, Ill., Veterans
Administration hospital.
Called a "Cardiac Monitor,"
the transistorized device permits
continuous and instantaneous mo-
nitoring of the herbeat during
surgery and for use during non-
surgical emergencies.
The meter warns the doctor
that the heart is not working
properly and that remedial steps
are indicated.
Standard electrocardiograph
electrodes are strapped on the
forearms of the patient. These
pick up the cardiac impulse and
feed it into the machine. This
impulse is amplified by t h e
transistor circuit and indicated
on a meter.
Controls consist of amplitude
and fidelity knobs. A phone
jock is provided should it be
desirable to feed the heartbeat
into a recording device, or head-
phones. '
The use of transistors and
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small batteries makes the unit
portable. It is housed in a 6x5x4
inch aluminum case that is
equipped with a carrying handle.
The total weight is 3 phtmds.
Th6 power supply consists of
four standard - sized flashlight
batteries.
The monitor has been stic-
cessfully tested at Hines. It has
provided an immediate diagnosis
of irregular heart action and
may anticipate' stoppage of the
heart. It has. even been able
to provide monitoring of the
heart rate during profound shock
when the patient was clinically
pulseless, VA said.
VA added the cariac monitor
may be especially useful during
cases of extreme shock as it
provides accurate information that
the heart is still functioning
even though toe blood pressure
and pulse may not be detectable.
This shoulci prevent unnecessary
opening of the chest for cardiac
massage. Instead, the doctor can
initiate other measures to return
the blood pressure and circula-
tion to normal without loss of '
valuable time in trying to as-
sure the correct diagnosis, VA
said. -
Nurses,, technicians, and even
non-medical rescue personnel can
operate the Monitor- 'readily be-
cause of its simple design and
mechanism, VA said. '
While the monitor was de-
veloped to give an instant picture
al the heartbeat as an aid to
the surgeons and anesthesiologists
in a large general hospital, it
might be of...even _greater value
in the small hospital or tot
use during dental anesthesia.
when a qualified anesthesiologist
is less likely to be available, VA
said.'
The device was designed and
PAGE FIVE
developed at the radioisotope, NINE YUL EIRYNNERS1
medical and surgical services of
the Hines, 111., VA Hospital by
Theociore Fields, MS., Dr. Ervin
Kaplan. Dr. Bethaid Abrams,
Dr. Robert Simpson. Dr. Archer




R. L. Cooper: Administrator of
Calloway County Health Depart-
ment, announces the grades oi
milk offered for sale in City of
Murray. The grades are in ac-
cerdance with the 1953 edition
of the Public Health Service
milk ordnance and cod e adopted












Harry Dudkowsky said the thief
who stole a handful of coins
from his home is in .for a sur-
prise. Dtidkowsky, an amateur
magician, said some of the oins
are trick coins he uses for
sleight-of-hand stunts.
TEMPL2., CITY,- Calif. I1P -
Baseball Coach Bill DES/1.6 rues
the day he decreed that the
member of the Temple City
High School's team with the
longest hair would have to carry
the bat bhg throughout the com-
ing season. Davis, who .-wears a
crew cut, wound-up being the
longhair himself Monday when
all the players showed up with
their heads shaved as bald as
baseballs.
Read The Classified!











See it NOW at
AV886
was $459.95
— SALE PRICE —
$379"
Other Models Reduced For
Limited Time Only!







— The Name To Trust In L. P. Gas -
105 N. 5th St. Phone 1177














WHY ARE YCAJ GETTING SO SORE?
ALL I SAID WAS THAT SLATS FIGURES
THAT IF HE SOFTENS YOU UP,
YOU CONFESS-AND HE
GETS OUT OF THE ARMED-
ROBBERY JAM HE'S
IN NOW,'
IF-IF YOU DON'T GET OUT OF















by Ftaeburn Van Buren
HE- 5LATS-WOULDN'T DC A'
THING LIKE THAT TO ME.
IT WOULD BE TOO
MEAN...TOO
























HE'S HOT SEAT BOUND
' •--1
THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Thousands Of American Motorists Are Being
Saved Each Year With Safety Devices On Cars
By ROBERT J. STERLING
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK •Iff — Thousands
of American motorts have been
saved from . serious iniury or
death by two safety devices
Which the automobile industry
began to - install s on new . cars
last year.
One—now standard equipment
on all new cars -- is the se-
, called "safety door deck " These
! locks are designed to keep doors
from popping open in accidents.
They cost about 50 cents ae
The other. offered as eptional
equipment on new cars, is the
seat belt.
Have these two items — belts
and door locks saved lives
and prevented injuries!
. Yes is the answer from a
EDWARD ECKWORTH, being hustled to Sing Sing's electric chair ! group which should know —
torn White Pans. N. Y.. rves everyone in general a salute Cornell. University tatelical Col-
with his unmanacied hand. He got the chair for killing Mary -s-lege'asauto crash- research injury
( tnternatiossal Sosussiptsoto) •Spezzoo24, a schoolteacher. project. For months, the project
Boost In 
RESTAURANT SURVEY
" SHOWS BUYING HABITS
• The vegetable buying Bond Interest . of restaurants, as learned
Is Requested
WASI-LINGTON 4P -s--- T h e
Treasurs asked permission of
Congress today to bo'ost interest
on federal savings bonds sold
after Feb 1 from 3 to -3,4 per
cent.
It said the increase is needed
because sale ef E saving bonds,
is lagging and cash-in are soar-
ing.
A bill to -carry out the Treas-
ury's request was introduced in
the • House. Public hearings on
it will be held next Thursday.
The Treasury asked fast ac- •
t inn. Sever/ kes• 'congressmen
have said they 'approve the pro-
posed hike.
Interest on bonds bought on
or after Feb. 1 aatomatically
would be computed at the new
rate. The maturity period on
such bonds would be shortened
to eight years and 11 raor.dhs
-• treed the present nine Years and
8 months There would . be na
ehanee in the interest rate on
bonds bought before Feb 1.
Many commercial banks al-
ready have boosted interest on
savings to 3 per cent and many
savings and loan aesociations pay
- per cen• some 4 oer cent.
The Treesery said sayings
bond sa'rw e,01 short
of the e a' 1 sr• str Janus-s.
casho -• ti • htehest manthlv
v I years. TIllity
5547- es -"ien y-hile new
sates en77.
As of sow erne 40 rittrton
persona risen nude ihzn 544- bil-
lion in E and H bohds.
Ot h son gres 1, )fl I news'.
Oil for Europe: Secretartcf-
Interior . Fred !A .Seatan told
Senate. investigators , S.
oil compan. es ere more than
living tip • to the r r,r mise tO
etiPP1Y Europe's etner icy oil
nest's. Hel, ,f any
1
- —
survey, are of interest to
table ,growers as well
patrons of restaurants.
In a USDA Agricultural Mar- Shimmies
•
keting Survey made of '462,i. res- -
iatirents that served meals of
St or over, it was found that 
31 per cent of the vegetables 
I nvades"Joy
used by them were in frozen
1-1 per cent. fresh.
form; 38 per cent, canned and y d
The researchers learned fur-
habits
features. ed that what .happened inside
This' is what the record shims: 'he car was the biggest factor
Seat Belts ,n causing injuries.
I. 'Occupants in cars with safe- Bur the Cornell project since
ty belts had 60.4 per cent feoci 1955 has studied more than 8,000
injtirics of all degrees. - ! separate accidents. St found that
2. Occupants with belts had ejection is one ! of the most
60 per cent fewer- injuries in frequently reported causes of ine
the moderate-to-fatal injury grade lora:, accounting for 20 per cent
category. ' Ilis of injuries and deaths.
3. Occupants with belt had 1 The other major injury-causing
fewer dangssous-to-fatal grads components: Instrument panel_
injuries, but the difference was 12 per cent; steering tvheel-1 1
"not statistically -significant due per cent; windshield-11 per cent;
to insufficient data." door components--six per cent.
Door Locks ' Seat Belts Criticized
1. Reduced the risk 'of doors Some safety experts have•eriti-
opening during impact by as sized seat belts, claiming that
much as .33 uer cent in non- they can cause as many injuries
rollover accidents, and acimewhat as they prevent and they are
less in rollovers. not of appreciable value in pre-
2. Decreased the risk of sic- , venting occupants from being
cupant ejection through open thrown forward. 1' h e Cornell
doors by up to 49 nee. cent, findings appear to refute such
3. Reduced the risk of danger- charges.
ous and fatal injuries by 2S Bhris Tour in, supervisor ci
per cent — primarily the ,result technital operations for the Cot-'
of retaining passengers in the nell project, says critics of bel's
has been studying detailed ac- protective shell isf the car.. engnorts that their' prime res-
I cident reports filed by police
officials in twelve stales, These
repotts provide a constrast be-
tween accidents in cars equipped
with the neW safety features,
and accidents of comparable se-




ther that if a cesterner orders
broccoli. lima beans or cauli-
flower, • the chances are six out
of 10 that the vegetables will
. have been frozen _
If the teats...ea orders sweet-
corn. green beans, green peas.
or asparagus, it is most likely
they were canned. Carrots and
Seafy greed are the only two
vegetables_ that are cOnsistenled
served fresh, it was learned.
As for (rile, more anples are
bought fresh, more cherries and
strawberries frozen. , and more
peaches a're canned. accordir.s.
to the restaurant survey.
  firms- or individuals violated
1 -the anti-trust laws in the recent
Price increases, they should be
prosecuted to the fullest extent
at the law.
Civil Rights: Attorney General
. Herbert Brownell Jr. asked Con-
gress not to tack an anti-lynch-
ing provision to President Eisen-
hower's civil rights progrgm. He
said lynching is .priinarila a • local
bl Addingsnectal amend-
meats to the brograrn would
"insure its defeat." Brownell .
Doctrine: Senate Democratic
Leader Lyndon B. JohnsAn an-
rounced support of the softened
version of the - Eisenhower -Mid-
dle East doctrine approved Wed-
nesday night by the • Senate,
reedelfd Relations and Armed
Services Committees He said he
will call the measure before the
Senate soon. probably MonclaY-
He predicted passage withoUt
much ch s esti-
 NiGiwormiammissmar 
NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY A CAR
with
No Money Down
1953 2-dr. with KentuAy License.
1953 FORD 4-dr., R&H. Ready to go!
1952 CHEVROLET 2-dr.; 2-tone, '37 license.
1954 STUDERAKF:R. R&II. overdrive. Really
a Gas Saver!
1954 CHEVROLET 2-dr. One owner.
1951 CHEVROLET 4-dr., Kentucky car.
1951 CHEVROLET Club Coupe. Low- mileage.
1950 MERCKRY 4-dr., with overdrive. °
1950 FORD .2-dr. It's Gotta Go! *
1956 .PLYMOUTH 4-dr. A good car.
1949.  FORD 4-dr.. Make a bid ls
1947 .PONT1AL. (;et you there aud back.
WE WILL TRADE FOR ANYTHING ANYWHERE
And At The Same Time
WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD
Lcimpkins
Motor Sales




NEW YORK In —Nature has
come up a ith an assist to t e
toy industry this year. Its con-
tribution is the shatimp.
h
The shrimp. or rather the eggs i
of same. were . a highlighj of. the
annual Toy Fair this month. The
eggs are par of the equipmeni
that comes with . a micrescope
set for children They can be
kept indefinitely and hatched at
will , for the budding scientists
to observe.
The A. C. Gilbert Company
has inspired to add shrimp to its
long line of practical and educe-
tjunal items for children by
heavy rains in 'the west a few
months ago. A lake bed was
covered with water for the first
time in 25 years. A few hours
later thousands of tiny shrimp
were observed in the water
Anemia is the name of this
brine shrimp. hotabla for the
great length of egg hibernation.
The eggs withstand extremes of
•emperature and climate. They.
hatch when in contact with wa-
ter The try firm discovered
there was a huge supply of such
eggs in desert areas of the I
Southwest had no trouble get-
ting them for the micreacope
tiffs.
The Artemia has a brief life
spans. An egg hatches in twe
hours and the tiny., shrimp ma-
tures in a day. outliving three
husks in, 30 days. It. Provides
the answer to a Gilbert dream
of years--to be able to give r
outhful microscope students •
! -arts of watching a living -
snism's life cycle.
P. S. Mother: These shrimp
are not -for table use.
,Aim To Prevent Ejection . ponsibility is to keop .occupants
Both belts and door locks are' from being thrown out of the
aimed primarily at preventing car." ,
ejection from cars. Ejection as -When serneone says belts
a major cause of automotive not good because they're en.
crash injuries came as a sur- 60 per cent effective," a d o
prise to many experts. who figur- Tourin, "that's like condemn is
  a serum because it cures on
Here's how to 'lay . water pipes 60 
per cent of the patien
between farm buildings az they, We saw 
one report denounctng
need never be dug up: Lay a a -belt • that didn't hold
 when
asissots lines .eem,,,t,d.4.4411 the test ear ltit di parked steers -
sewer pipe or ciimposition as reltr 
at 40 Mlles an
phalt pipe in the trench and 
'Actually belts are less effect
simply.- push the water p e
through it so it can be rernoeed
for repairs. In case of freeze".
hot air can be blown through
the jacket pipe for thawing
PRIYElNi
Quiz Undgrway
ROBERT IltIPP ROSS, assiatant
defense secretary under Senate
investigation In connection with
diiiiosure that a Arm headed
by his wile gut millions of
dollars in defense contracts.
r T Ives for closed-dOor I C3-
tions in Washington. The Sen-
ate investigations subcommit-
tee is trying to learn whether
there ts a conflict of interests
in Ross situation. He is on
leave. International)
CURRENT AID TRIPLE. 1933-52
_rc.A.LoCATE
in accidents involvjng collisi
with fixed objects. but 511 '
collision.s reorsdent less than








o.T14iS PICTURE -CHART illustrates the. report of the Commodity
Credit corporation that the government's fosters th rinfibittni -
farm prices were ns arty three times greater dun -7, the first al-
ministration of President Eisenhower, 1953 thr.ev -than In
all the -previous 20 years of farm prograrr 1933 1.1.ruiigh
1952. As tde
products coating $5,892,006,000, and' had Issue loans -amounting
,Dd 31, 1958, thee gu.sernMent st:Atried slurp:us fartl




• Accercirng ta Tourin, is o in e
published reports on the. al-
leged ineffectiveness elf belts have
involved inferior belts, manu-
factured far below the minimum
standards set by scientific tests.
Bad Betts Bad Influence
"Many inferior belts on the
market are giving all. belts a
bad name," says Tourin. "A
good belt swill. do the job ex-
pected of it . except in unusually
severe accidents at terrifically
high speeds. One of the things
we have to study is whether
it wouldn't be .a good.' idea to
have a 'breaking force in a
belt—allowing it to snap at a
certain forward force to prevent
the belt itself from causing in-
jury."
The Cornell project, in its
studies of belt performance in
actual accidents, bluntly reports
it has found "increasing evidence
of irresponsibility . both in belt
manufacture and installation"
Project director John 0. Moore
believes all belt manuracturers
should be forced to adhere to
minimum standards for belt con-
WEDN'ESDAY — FEBRUARY 20, 1957
struction, just as electrical equip-




—Research to determine whe-
ther stronger belts are needed.
There is evidence to iopicate
that deceleration forces in A
'automobile accident are greater
than those in a light plane
crash. Many car belts are pat-
terned after . CAA aviation belt
standards for private planes.
—Some kind of auxiliary de-
vice for pre-1956 cars, to keep
doors from opening on impact.
Belt can be attached to any
car, but only 1956 and '57 models
have the new-type door locks
deemed essential et° passenger
protection. •
The next dispatch in this series
will discuss a controversy over
automobile structure. Is the mod-
ern car too flimsy? Is the popular
hardtop style really safe? Have
manufacturers thinned corner
posts and roof structure so mglsh










506 W. Main St. Telephone 13Il
"YOUR HOME-OWNED LOAN CO."
COSTUME JEWELRY SALE
No Refunds























OF THE "OTHER TWO"!
That's the all-new Plymouth—and your dealer's ready
to compare Plymouth with the "other two' in his
COMPARE "ALL 3" SHOWDOWN
The greatest challenge in automotive' histOry !
Plymouth Is.71'r I-co:Vs
Buying a car is one of the biggest decisions-and
investments-you make. You need all the Pets before
you spend a single dime. And now you're able to get
all the facts about all .3 lotc-price cars.
Right now. your Plymouth dealer can show you
a direct comparison of all 3 low-price car's. No fancy
sales talk. Just the hard facts. This time-You're the
judge. • And you'll have all the information it yostr
finger tips.
Why do we do this? Because we know that once
you get the whole story, you won't want to settle for
anything less than a Plymouth!
When you drive a
Xif/(0,07111/ft
you're 3 full years ahead!
telaximum pston - '
t displacement (cu. in.) '
Maximum available V-8 horsepower

























Comfort Hiproom, front (in.)
Hiproom, rear (in.)
Oriflow shock absorbers























Brake lining area (sq. in.)
Safety Front wheel brake cylinders

















I F ight-Sweep Ste ng
Styling Dounle header lights
Wit tunnel tested tail fins
Yet
Yes
Yes -
No
No
No
No
,,No
No
ft
•
